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FOREWORD

R&D For Southeast Asia, 1965-196?
the Office of Air Force History
Vietnam.

The author first considers--within the context of the U. S. Southeast
Asian policy--the evolution of limited war R&D concepts prior to 1965
and then shows how these influenced USAF research and development
programs in this area during 1965-1967. He examines the changes that
the Air Force had to make in its R&D funding procedures, organization,
and policies as it made the transition from peacetime to a war situation.
He also reviews the development of conventional weapons and rnunitions
as the Air Force shifted its emphasis from nuclear to limited war R&D.

Previous AFCHO studies on the war include: qS.i!!' Plans and
Policies: Logistics and Base Construction in Southeast Asia, 1967;
US43 Plans and Operations: The Air Campaign Against North Vietnam,
1966; USAF Deployment Planning for Southeast Asia, 1966; USAF
Logistic Plans and Policies in Southeast Asia, 1966; ry Plans and
Operations in Southeast Asia, 1965; g!4I' Logistic Plans and Policies
in Southeast Asia, 1965; USAF Plans and Policies in South Vietnam
and Laos, L964; and USAF Plans and Policies in South Yi@g,
19 61-19 63.
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I. R&D FOR LIiVIITED WAR

(U) During the mid-1950rs, the United States Air Force, with the

approval of the Eisenhower administration, concentrated the bulk of its

resources on research, development, and acquisition of strategic and

tactical nuclear weapons and the aircraft to deliver them. A decade

later, when the Uni.ted States intervened in Southeast Asia to prevent the

overthrour of the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) by North Vietnam, it became

clear that--as Gen. James Ferguson, Commander of the Air Force

Systems Command (AFSC) put it--"our collective foresight has not been

as perceptive as it might have been. "1 Heavily armed and prepared to

destroy any enemy with nuclear weapons, the Air Force found itself

handicapped to fight a jungle war and forced into aecelerated research and

development (R&D) programs to make up for years of neglect of conven-

tional weaponry and munitions.

(U) There were, however, understandable reasons why the Air Force

and the adrninistration--in t]le aftermath of the Korean War--decided to

emphasize strategic nuclear deterrent forces. For one thing, the bitter

events of 1950-1953 with their domestic political implications led many

civilian and military leaders to adopt the view tJlat limited wars of the

Korean variety ought to be avoided. The primary reason, however, for

ttre emphasis on building a superior nuclear force was that it was vital to

deter a t'Pearl Harbor" type of surprise attack on the United States and

its Allies by the nuclear-armed Soviet Union. Top Air Force officials

supported the view that buitding the nuclear deterrent required the highest

national priority. Many also suggested that such a superior nuclear force

could be used to deter limited wars as wel.I.
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(lluf{xt* Although in the late 19b0rs certain usAF officers argued

that much more substantial resources should be devoted to tl.e tactical

force, " thu orr""whelming view remai.ned that funds programmed for the

general war force should not be channeled elsewhere. This opinion was

expressed in November lgb8 and February lgbg by Gen. Thomas D. white,

usAF chief of staff. At that time, tactical air commanders proposed

acquisition of aircraft for the 1960's which could operate effectively in all

kinds of weather and from austere bases. According to this view, one of

the Air Forcers urgent requirements was for an all-weather reconnaissance

strike bomber which could be used effectively at night. However, by lgbg--

with strenuous efforts under way to build an intercontinental ballistic

missile (ICBM) force--it was clear that existing funds were desti.ned for the

higher priority *""por,". 3

Change in Emphasis

(61 Concurrent with the early, limited (but increasing) American

involvement in vietnam, President John F. Kennedy assumed office in

January 1961 and soon made known his intention to strengthen u. s. conven-

tional and counterinsurgency (corN) forces. on g March his secretary of

Defense, Robert s. McNamara, ordered an extensive review of defense

poli.cies and projects, including R&D programs related to limited war.

Recommendations made in several studies undertaken by Department of

Defense (DOD) agencies led to a Presidential decision to seek $122 million

* Pre-eminent was Gen. Otto P. Weyland, Commander of the Tactical Air
Command (TAC).
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in new obligational authority t'to speed up current limited warfare research

and development programs and to provide for the initiation of entirely new

programs. " In a special message to Congress on 28 March 1961, the

President warned that the Free worldts security could be endangered ttnot

only by nuclear attack, but also by being slowly nibbled away at the

periphery, regardless of our strategic power, by forces of subversion,

infiltration, intimidation, indirect or non-overt aggression, internal revolu-

tion, diplomatic blackmail, guerrilla warfare or a series of Limited wars. tt4

ffi@ Subsequently, the Alvarez par,"1'l'--"ommissj.oned to analyze

limited war requirements for fiscal year 1963--issued two reports which

warned that the United States was giving undue attention to the nuclear

deterrent and pointedly recommended that much greater attention be devoted

to non-nuclear tactical resources. The panel noted that the Air Force was

basing its requirements primarily on general war and that research on non-

nuclear ordnance, reconnaissance, and detection devices had been neglected.

It recommended, among other things, that reconnaissance and strike

capabilities be joined in a single plane. The panel also was critical of the

serious neglect of the USAF tactical force.

mffFil In January 1962--not long after the release of the Alvarez

report--AFSC moved to meet the criticism by establishing the Office of the

Assistant for Limited War (SCS-6) at its headquarters. Also, in April

1962, the Air Force formed the USAF Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC)

at Eglin AFB, Fla., with t,lle lst Combat Applications Group (CAG)

organized as a combat systems development and test agency under the SAWC.

'F Dr. Luis W. Alvarez, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of
California, was chairman of the panel, reporting to Dr. Harold Brown,
Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E).
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The Ist CAG concentrated on testing and evaluation of primarily short-term

projects which might improve Air Force COIN operations. The Special

Air Warfare Center was actually located at Hurlburt Field--part of Eglin

AFB--and it undertook to develop tactical air doctrine while training crews

for special air warfare in places like Southeast Asia. By mid:1963, SAW

groups were in Vietnam and Panama. Fbrther, tJle Air Force established

the Tactical Air Reconnaissance Center (TARC) at Shaw AFB in May 1963 
6

and the Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC) at Eglin AFB in September 1963'

Ffrrytt Meanwhile, in one of his first moves to help the South

Vietnamese government, the President in late April 1961 approved establish-

ment of a combat development and test center (CDTC-V) in Saigon, South

Vietnam. The center, comprising both Vietnamese and U. S. personnel, was

placed under the control of the Vietname3e Joint General Staff. The American

element consisted of the Advanced Research Projects Agencyrs research and

development field unit in Vietnam (ARPA-RDFU-V). ARPA was under the

control of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.

SftfiFe|} In June 1961--following the Presidentrs authorization of the

cDTC-V--the Office of the secretary of Defense (osD) approved an ARPA

proposal to conduct research, development, testing. and evaluation (RDT&E)

for "remote area confliet. " Called Project AGILE, this operation was

supervised by ARPA's Director of Remote Area Conflict, Army Maj. Gen.

R. H. Wienecke. tn November 1961, a combat development and test center

was formed in Bangkok, Thailand (CDTC-T) with a field unit under ARPA/

AGILE. Like the Vietnamese unit, the Ttrailand test center was under the

:'' The position of the
late 1960 to assist the
insurgents.

Director of Remote Area Conflict was established in
armed forces of various foreign nations in countering



control of the host government. Several USAF officers--from the Office of

the Deputy Chief of Staff/Research and Development (DCS/R&D)__were
,;7

attached to the ARPA/AGILE field units in saigon and Bangkok.

CFEFry As an osD project, AGILE responded to Mr. McNamarars

desire to use Vietnam as a laboratory for the development of rtsublimitedt'

war concepts. In the beginning, the field unit in vietnam was organized

to apply research and development methods to the problems faced by the

vietnamese A"*y (ARVN) in eombating the viet cong insurgency. Emphasis

was placed upon rapid solutions to COIN difficulties:B

The objective of all our (AGILE) lvork is to enhance
his (ARVN) effectiwess; in particular, to give him
\Meapons, equipment, and techniques.. . to permit
aggressive pursuit of the enemy both day and night.
Conversely, if he is not motivated to move out of fixed
.positions into active pursuit, as is usually the case, all
the R&D projects in the world will not affect the course
of the war.

In contrast, the Thai center stressed research projects which could be

worked out over a longer period of time in a more stable political and

military environment. As time passed, however, it became evident that

the vietnamese possessed only a limited ability in the cDTC-v and

thus, to an increasing degree, secretary MeNamara felt that vietnam

provided an ideal environment for testing, evaluating, and improving

American coIN concepts and operations. Also, with the passage of time,

Project AGrLE arranged for greater research participation by U. s.

laboratories and industry for work which could not be done in the field.

@ also estabrished a smau field office in Beirut,
Lebanon.
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A Roles and Missions Controversy

lluils# The osD directive which established ARPA in 1958--in the

aftermath of the soviet unionrs launch of sputnik I on 4 October 1957--

required the military departments to furnish it with the necessary support'

During the early 1960rs, t,Ile Air Force share of ARPA-funded projects

averaged about $100 million per fiscal year--approximately 40 percent of the

total ARpA o"og."rn.1o By late 1g64--with the increasing involvement of the

united states in Vietnam and the growing view within DOD that many of

ARPA's developing programs could better be handled by the military--the

agency deeided to concentrate on long-term R&D and less on current develop-

ment programs. T?re latter included a number of ARPA-funded projects--

such as the anti-personnel bomblet, short takeoff and landing (STOL) troop/

cargo aircraft, radar foliage penetration, etc. --which were lnanaged by the
't1

Air Force.
T2

(fl!tnpp..{# On 15 Decernber 1964, Dr. Harold Brown, DDR&E, stated:

I expect the military departments to assume greater
responsibility for such work (current development) as

the ARPA/AGILE program is restructured' The Military
Departments and ARPA should determine which of the
current ARPA projects can appropriately be transfemed
with a view towards the greatest possible shift in the
FY 1966 budget and complete transfer of responsibility
for agreed-upon projects in the FY 196? budget' There
may stil1 be a need to meet uniquely indigenous require-
ments. This will remain part of the AGILE mission'

€;ffi,*o Dr. Alexander H. Flax, Assistant Secretary of the Air

Force (R&D), subsequently advised DDR&E that the .\ir Force was t'prepared

to assume grealer responsi.bility for the quick-reaction type cument state-of-

the-art hardware development" in areas of USAF responsibility" Discussions

would be initi.ated with ARPA to determine ttrose projects which could be

IJ
transferred.
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Ghtr6 Concomitant witJl these developments, a roles and missions

controversy developed between the Air Force and the Army. concerned

about an A"-y ptan to test its ccimbat support aircraft in south vietnam--

especially armed helicopters and Mohawk aircraft (ov-1c)--Gen. curtis E.

LeMay, usAF chief of staff, recommended in July 1962 that a joint opera-

tional evaluation group (JOEG/V) be formed in South Vietnam to conduct

relevant testing. It was General r,eMayrs purpose to stop the Army from

introducing air units into South Vietnam which the Air Force interpreted as

an encroachment upon its traditional roles and missions. His proposal.was

approved by the Joint chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the group was formally

established on 2l July 1962 to evaluate joint service combat tests. Army

Brig. Gen. Robert A. York was appointed director for both the combat

development test center and the joint evaluation group. 
*

F{Stf6 However, the JCS directive did not constrain the services

from conducting unilateral testing. whereupon, the Army established a

concept team in Vietnam (ACTIV) in October lg62 and the Air Force formed

its l2-man Air Force Test unit-vietnam (AFTU-V) w"ithin the 2d Air Divi-
+sion in November 1962. TLre dominant USAF feeling at this time was that

the Army was trying to build tta unilateral caset' for the Howze Board
L4

concepts. During the previous summers, the Army Tactical Mobility

Requirements Board, or the Howze Board (Lt. Gen. Hamilton H. Howze,

chairman) had articulated the Armyts plan to form airmobile divisions

* For aetaits on earry usAF and service testing activities in south
Vietnam including the question of the relative effectiveness of armed heli-
copters see Jacob Van Staaveren, USAF Plans & Policies in South Vietnam,
1961-1963 (AFCHO, June t96b), CtralT-r VT-
+ Predecessor of Seventh Air Force.
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under the t'air assault" concept, using great numbers of helicopters

combined with airborne units. The Air Force viewed this as an Army

attempt to take over the close support air misslon. It was in light of

the increasing conflict between the two services over testing that the

JCS in early 1963 recommended to Secretary McNarnara that all testing

in South vietnam be controlled by a single organization under the

Commander, U. S. Militarv Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV)'

The Defense chief agreed and in April 1963 he directed that approp.t",:_
t3

plans be prepared by the Joint chiefs in coordination with the DDR&E.

(*f,|x* Subsequently, Adm. Harry Felt, Commander in Chief'

Pacific Cornmand (CINCPAC), submitted an implementing plan which was

later revised to include suggestions made by the services, the Joint Staff,

and the DDR&E. Both the Army and the Joint staff wished to reduce

ARPATs inroads into service testing activities and responsibilities. Also,

the Army wanted its concept team in Vietnam to continue an effective test

program. The Air Force--which had argued at the time of the establish-

ment of the Armyrs concept team that testing in Vietnam was diluting

direct U. S. assistance to Saigon--recommended that all testing be stopped

in Vietnam. On 23 October 1963, in a memorandum to the JCS, General

LeMay stated that t'military test activities in Vietnam are detrimental to

combat activity, contribute to delay in training of the Vietnamese.. . and

should be discontinued as soon as practicable. t' He proposed that the Army'

Air Force, and joint evaluation and test units be phased out and that ARPATS

t t16
activities t'be reduced to the very minimum.

srffi In December 1963, after the Joint chiefs found they could

not agree on the approach to take with regard to Vietnam test activities,

(Thi



the decision was left to Gen. Maxwell raylor, chairman, JCS, on which

changes to incorporate in a proposal to be sent to OSD. Although

General Taylor accepted some usAF administrative changes, he atrso

approved an Army suggestion which eliminated a requirement that test

projects containing roles and missions issues be sent to the JcS for

decision. Thus, ttris critical responsi.bility was shifted to GINCpAC at

which level COMUSMACV could more readily assert a major Army

influence. The Air Force had lost this battle.

Joint Research and Test Activity

(ffi Or. Brown accepted General Taylor's proposed terms of

reference and the JCS published them on 11 February 1g64,. establishing

the Joint Research and Test Activity (JRATA) under MACV as the single,

unified test agency. It replaced the JOEG and incorporated the ARpA

field unit, the Armyts concept team, and the Air Force Test Unit in

vietnam. "' Th" JCS directed JRATA to emphasi ze the "direct improvement

of combat capability for the foi^ces involved, t' thus leaving long-term

development to be accomplished elsewhere. only equipment that required

the vietnamese combat environment was to be tested in-country. A1so,

in accordance with osD instructions, the new joint test agencies were to

avoid controversial roles and missions projects and select only those that

promised to be of immediate value to the counterinsurgency effort in
t7

Vietnam.

x' JRATA actually replaced the JOEG on 23
Brig. Gen. John K. Boles, Jr. (who headed
General Boles, as JRATA Director, served
to COMUSMACV responsible for all matters
developments.

Apri.I 1964 with Army
JOEG) as Director.

as the pri.ncipal staff officer
relating to RDT&E and combat
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(Ctff.# In approving formation of the Joint Research and Test

Activity in Vi.etnam, Mr. McNamara again restated the importance of the

unique Southeast Asian environment. He hoped that the services could not

only better the performance of the Vietnamese, but could also gain valuable

experience in COIN operations and doctrine that could be applied to research,

development, testing, and evaluation in circumstances and locales other than

Vietnam. He envisioned that country as a laboratory for counterinsurgency

RDT&E.

€tn|ilfh Combat development (CD) and RDT&E objectives in Vietnam

were aimed at enhancing the COIN capabilities of Vietnamese and U. S.

forces and providing research, testing and combat development support to

the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) and t]:e combined US/RVN

Combat Development Test Center, Vietnam. "' A p"i*" objective also was

to enable the American scientific and mititary communities to develop new

and improved COIN weapons, equipment, concepts, and techniques, and

to evaluate operational and organizational concepts, doctrine, tactics,

techniques, and materiel in the Vietnamese combat urrri.orrn".rt. 
18

C#i The Air Force remained unenthusiastic about establishment

of the new joint activity and did very little testing in Vietnam since it
a

considered JRATA to be dominated by--and oriented to--Army concepts.

In contrast, both the Army and ARPA spent substantial sums to test and

evaluate equipment and concepts in actual combat. Within the Air Staff,

* RDT&E evaluations were concerned with hardware and equipment.
Combat developments pertained to concepts, tactics, techniques, and the
organizati.onal use of equipment.
+ Among tJle equipment tested by the Air Force was the DECCA naviga-
tional system and a tactical air control system. Neither of these tests
proved highly successful.
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some officers felt that the Air Force should either support its own test

unit or eliminate it. Thev believed the Air Force should not have estab-

lished the test uni.t in reaction to the Armyrs program, but rather as a

viable organization which could contribute significantly to solving USAF

R&D problems.19

Sres** In March 1964, during a Joint Chiefs of Staff discussion

of JRATA, General LeMay once again recommended that test activities in

Vi.etnam be halted and the various test units phased out. Although the

other members of the JCS favored a restatement of the majority view on

JRATA, the USAF Chief of Staff succeeded in delaying the statement until

after Secretary McNamarats impendi.ng visit to Vietnam that month.

General LeMay hoped that, during this trip, Mr. McNamara might be

persuaded through personal observations and discussions to discontinue

service testing. However, as it turned out, Secretary McNamara decided

to continue the joint activity. At this point, General LeMay directed the

Air Force to conduct as much of its testing as possible in the Continental

United States (CONUS) or "other appropriate locationsrr outside Vietnam

to avoid interfering with combat operations. Testing and evaluation in

Vietnam would be authorized only when final evaluation of equipment

could not otherwise be completed. As a consequence of LeMayts direc-

tive, the Air Force made only minimal use of its Vietnam test unit
20

during the next 24 months.

@InJune1966,theunifiedtestagencyapproacha1sowas
rejected by Gen. William C. Westmoreland, COMUSMACV. In a message

to Adm. U. S. Grant Sharp, CtrNCPAC, recommending that JRATA be

disbanded, he said ttrat while R&D into various systems had some joint
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aspects' for the most part such activity remained essentially a unilateral
operation of each service and other agencies. kperience had shown, he

reported, I'a wide variation in the amount of resources, emphasis, and

exploitation of the test units by the 
"."rri""".'i21

(i@* As indicated, the At*y and ARpA units had been the

most active, while the Navy R&D Unit in Vietnam (NRDu_V)__established

in February 1965--had made some use of JRATA's services. The usAF

unit had been the least active, arthough in earry rg6b Headquarters usAF

"encouragedt' the major commands to propose weapons, equipment, doctrine,

and techniques for possible evaluation in Vi.trr"-.22
([@ In any event, on 9 August 1966, Admirar sharp concurred

with General westmorelandrs proposal to disband JRATA and asked for
additional information on the future organization of the ARPA R&D Field

unit. on 13 August, General westmoreland repried that the ARpA unit

would keep its "identity" under the supervision of MACV J-g. It would be

responsible for coordinating research and development with the Vietnamese

combat Development and rest center and at the same time provide a point

of contact for the service test units. In early september, the JCS

approved disestablishment of JRATA and recommended to osD that the

service test units be returned to the component commanders and that the

ARPA unit be assigned to MAcv. Deputy Secretary of Defense cyrus vance

coneurred on 23 September, vtrile noting that it was important that MACV

staff supervision be provided to the overall R&D effort.23

(ftnpal) Up to the time of its disestablishment on lb November 1966,

the Joint Research and rest Activity had completed 14 projects and had an

additional 43 in progress. of these, the Air Force Test unit had completed
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three and had none in progress as of November 1966. 
o' 

ARpArs research

and development uni.t finished four projects and had 33 under active consid-

eration; the Army unit completed four and had seven in progress; and the
24Navyrs R&D unit finished three projegts with the same number in progress.

(hfin# By this time--although the Air Force had adopted several

special research and development approaches, including the Southeast Asia

Operational Requirement (SEAOR) system+--new problems plagued the USAF R&D

effort. In early October 1966, COMUSMACV and the Seventh Air Force corn-

plained that new equipment was being sent to the theater prior to being tested

adequately i.n the United States. Items that did not live up to expectations

.were gravel mines (XM-22), Bullpup missiles (AGM-l2C), M-lgg VT fuze as

used with the F-I05, F-4c radio relay pods, &od forward-looking infrared

(FLIR) sensors. COMUSMACV suggested that such items not be sent to the

theater until they were operation"t.25

(lafl@ According to Headquarters USAF, it had never planned to

send eompletely untested items "until they.had been demonstrated through

tests in the ZI lZone of Interiorl to work satisfactorily and to offer some

potential as a new capability or an improvement in the manner in whieh

we are already doing a;ob." Tt,rsr certain equipment and devices furnished

in response to SEAOR's--such ds forward-looking sensors and the battlefield

illumj.nation airborne system (BIAS)--were intended for and had been placed

into immediate operational use. on the other hand, it had purposely intro-

duced other new items of equipment into the theater for evaluation by

combat units. The risk of failure was worth taking i.f it contributed to the

development of a new system which would subsequently provide greater

combat effectivene"".'U

* AFTU-V was manned by six officers and three enlisted men at the
time of its di.ssolution. In contrast, the Armyrs concept team in vietnam
comprised almost 100 persorurel incLuding several civili.an contract people.
+ See pp 2Q-22.

ru
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II. R&D PROGRAMS AND PROCEDURES

(W In December 1964, DDR&E directed the services to include

substantial RDT&E funding for Vietnam in their fiscal year 1966 budget,

to program even more for fiscal year 196?, and to ttre-examine and improve

procedures for accelerating the identification and flow of developed equip-

ment to U. S. Forces.ttl Peacetime R&D programs and procedures, ttre

services had already realizedr w€r€ not geared to meet wartime demands

for improved hardware. Ttre task tJley faced was a difficult one--to

identify quickly development projects that held the most promise for

enhancing combat capability and then allocate funds to get them under way.

Even after doi.ng this, they still had to make an early estimate of overall

project costs, budget for them, and provide funds throughout the development

2
cycle of the equipment.

ffi Since the initial, tentative nature of U. S. military inter-

vention had not permitted R&D planners to identify long-lead items early

enough to include them in ttre regular budget, the Air Force resorted to an

interim solution. That is, it set up several smal1, special funds--such as

Project 1559--to take care of immediate, urgent requi.rements of USAF

Iimited rvar and spegial air warfar" for""". 
o3

Identifying R&D

(ffi By late 1964, OSD, the

actively examining their R&D programs

changes v/ere necessary to make them

Problems

Joint Chiefs, and the services \ryere

and procedures to decide what

more effective. The final criterion

tr See below, pp 19-20.
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was whether alterations would aid U. S. combat operations in South Vi.etnam.

on 30 November 1964, the JCS requested cINCpAC and coMUSMAcv to

submit a list of problems which required specific R&D solutions. These

problems were to be the subject of an R&D conference of the services to

determine actions to be taken.4

% The list--developed in February 1965 by General Westmoreland

and concurred in by Admiral sharp--identified 6g R&D "requirement/problem

areas. t' In general, it reflected the increasing infiltration of enemy troops and

materiel into South Vietnam and the need for intrusion, listening, and warn-

ing devices along with more effective U. S. night air operations and aerial

surveillance. T?re last required improved night photographic systems which

could produce intelligence of mountainous and valley terrain from an altitude

of about 2' 500 feet. R&D problem areas assigned first prioritl, on the

Westmoreland list included: surveillance; location, detection, and identifica-

tion equipment; communications; munitions; helicopter modifications; and

aircraft modifications including better fire support systems, guns, and

dispensers. Also, there were requirements to develop brighter and longer-

lasting flares without increasing their size or weight and to_procure a

napalm tank which could be dropped from a higher altitude.

ffi*t on I March 1965, while the list was being reviewed by the

services, secretary McNamara reiterated his support for all military

assistance required for south vietnam. He said that cases had come to

his attention in which restraints had been imposed by funding limitations

and stated he wanted it clearly understood that ttthere is an unlimited

appropriation available for financing of aid to vietnam. under no circum-

stances is lack of money to stand in the way of aid to that nation. t'6
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(B rhis was well and good, but the fact remained, as a usAF

conference held at PACAF headquarters noted on 22 March, there was a

dearth of unprogrammed money with which to meet R&D requirements in

sEA. For example, although the lst combat Applications Group supporteo

its short-term aircraft modification projects with "Fast Coin" -on"r, 
o

it had no funds to investigate promising R&D developments which might

resolve long-term special air warfare problems. Too, a proposal to employ

special procedures--such as those used by the Tactical Air Warfare Center

during the 1964 "Goldfiret' exercises to develop and evaluate new equipment--

was deemed inappropriate since it required reprogramming action. Although

the Air Force planr:red to support various R&D efforts under Project 1559, it

recognized that unless more money was forthcoming, other arrangements

would have to be made. Also, the USAF conferees at the PACAF conference

agreed that liaison between the "R&D communitytt and the fietd could be

improved by sending selected usAF technical personnel on temporary duty

to Southeast Asia to obtain a better understanding of specific operational
7problems.

Jojn! R&D Conference

( |il On 24-26 March 1965, a joint R&D conference was held at

CTNCPAC headquarters to determine in what areas the services could

provide research and development assistance to cINCPAG and coMUSMACv.+

At this time' as was noted, it was Air Force policy to conduct ttmaximum

* A small' special fund provided specifically for aircraft modifications
for Vietnam.
+ Present were representative,s
COMUSMACV and the services.
Assistant for COIN and Director
USAF delegation, which included
and Maj. J. W. Bradbury.

of the Joint Staff, ODDR&E, CINCPAC,
Bri.g. Gen. Andrew J. Evans, Jr., Special
of Development, DCS/R&D, headed the
Col. M. E. Marston, Lt. Col. Lewis Watts,
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testing" in the United States |tor other appropriate locations outside of the

RVN to prevent unnecessary interference with the war effort. " F\rrther,

Gen. John P. McConnell, USAF Chief of Staff since 1 February 1965,

reiterated his predecessorrs view that the evaluation of equipment in the

Vietnamese combat environment vsould be authorized only when final evalua-

tion could not be completed by other means. 
S

(fiFt} The Air Force, the other services, and ARPA (Project

AGILE) reported to the meeting on the status of approximately 350 R&D

projects which might conceivably provide solutions to the 68 problem areas.

After some discussion, t'Le conferees decided that technically qualified

service teams should brief COMUSMACV and CINCPAC and, further, that

these teams should provide General Westmoreland with specific information

that he might need to assist in drawing up requirements for new weapons

or equipment. They agreed that the most serious impediments to a

dynamic R&D program were obsolete funding procedures, t,l.e slowness in

meeting equipment requirements, and the complexity of existing t'quick-

reactionl procedures. Also, the conferees noted that many R&D personnel
I

lacked basic knowledge of these procedures.

fm As far as funding rras concerned, there was general agree-

ment that ARPA should support those RDT&E projects which pertained

solely to indigenous forces, although ttre services could provide funds (or

a portion thereof) if they were in some way involved. Where a dual

interest existed, funding could be resolved by mutual agreement between

ARPA and the """r.i".. 
10

x Briefings would cover the following R&D subjects:
surveillance and target acquisition, reconnaissance and
mobility, ambush detection, weapons, and munitions.

Communications,
position fixing,

fThis paee is €elliElltiEllillAl-l-

-
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(lWl Several months following the R&D conference at CINCPAC

headquarters, the Air Force convened a meeting at the pentagon on z-4

June 1965 to identify organizati.onal, procedural, and funding devices rvhich

might "improve the USAF response to Southeast Asia technical support and

operational requirements. " In attendance were officials from Headquarters

USAF, PACAF, TAC, AFSC, the Air Force ,Logistics Command (AFLC),

and COMUSMACV (JRATA).U

(Frul Among the decisions made at this meeting were that the 2d

Air Division operations staff should be strengthened and that the Air Force

test unit in vietnam should evaluate new equipment only when in-country

testing was required. Equipment tested in the coNus would be deployed

directly for operational use whenever possible. The conferees recommended

that AFSC and rAc organize liaison offices within the 2d Air Division. 
12

The AFSC office, subsequently established on 6 July 1965, was made

responsible for providing technical assistance to the 2d Air Division in

formulating operational requirements and helping the AFSC staff to orient

its R&D effort. The goal was to improve response in fulfilling operational

needs of theater tactical "i" fo"."".13

C@ Also, the conferees decided that a special procedure was

needed to identify a requirement, recommend a solution, and initiate the

necessary actions to provide the improved equipment. The aim was to

speed up the entire process. The procedure finally adopted was based on

southeast Asia operational Requirements--the sEAORrs--which were to be

submitted by 2d Air Division simultaneously to cognizant commands and
L4

Headquarters USAF.
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Warfare Centerrs t'Fast

t'Fast Photort and "Quick
tb

that:
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the conferees revi.ewed and found the Special Air

Coin" and t]le Tactical Air Reconnaissance Centerrs

Reactionl funding procedures adequate, they noted

reconnaissance
and counter-

War,

...the fulfillment of these requirements involves
reprograrnming, the money comes tout of our hidel
and, if the amount involves more than a $2 million
adjustment to the budget, approval from DOD and
Congress is necessary. A source of uncommitted
procurement funds could i.mprove responsiveness and
leave funded programs unmolested.

Project 1559

(||@ In response to an AFSC request for t'quick reaction pro-

gramming and fundingl for limited war and special air warfare R&D,

Headquarters USAF on 6 January 1965 issued a directive which established

Project 1559. Allocated an initial $500,000, it was designed to provide a

small fund from which money could be withdrawn rapidly to support testing

and evaluation of existing equipment or to exploit technical advances for

limited and special air warfare forces. Expenditures were increased to

$851,000 in fiscal year 1965 and 97,450,000 in fiscal year 1966. Four

milU.on dollars was allocated the project in fiscal year 1967. Headquarters

AFSC was authorized to approve R&D tasks whose costs did not exceed

T
$25,000. For tasks requiring greater expenditures, Headquarters USAF

authorization was ,r"udud. 
16

(frfup Project 1559 funds supported efforts to fulfill specific

Southeast Asia requirements or advanced tactical warfare technology.

ffia special fund to accelerate promising
projects, t'quick Reactiont' to improve electronic int elligence
measures equipment.
+ AFSC delegated this authority to the Deputy for Limited
Aeronautical Svstems Division.
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Approximately two-thirds of project resources was devoted to exploiting

technology and one-third to evaluating existing equipment. Although not

designed solely for Southeast Asia, the project did produce the quick

response desired by Headquarters USAF to meet Vietnam needs. For

example, during fiscal years 1965 and 1966, the following short-term R&D

projects were funded by Project 1559 in support of Vietnam forces: Wild

Weasel radar homing and warning (RHAW) equipment; aircraft fuel tank

fire suppression; aircraft crash removal sling; FLIR testing in Vietnam;

improved fiying clothing and survival equipment; QRC-160-1 electronic

countermeasures (ECM) pod modification; and intrusion alarm devices for

perimeter defense. 
{'1?

The Air Force Establishes SEAORTS

(lllfll In accordance with a 6 July 1965 directive issued by

Gen. wilriam H. Blanchard, usAF vice chief of staff,*,h" suAoR proce-

dure was adopted whereby the 2d Air Division identified and forwarded its

immediate requirements simultaneously to PACAF' AFSC' AFLC, other

cognizent commands, and Headquarters USAF. The objective was to obtain

rapid decision-making and response. On receipt of a SEAOR, while

PACAF investigated its validity, AFSC's Aeronautical Systems Division office

(Deputy for Limited War) prepared a Best Preliminary Estimate (BPE).

Should the SEAOR be validated, the BPE would then be forwarded to

Headquarters USAF for review. If approved, the need could be

,l! For a complete
Appendix 2.
* For details on
Logistic Plans and
1967), Chapter I.

list of Project 1559 tasks through August 1968, see

General Blanchardrs directive, see WoIk, USAF
PoU.cies in Southeast Asia 1965 (TS)' (AFCHO, June

Ill':r*
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fulfilled by either modifying existing equipment already in production or
IB

undertaking to develop new requirements.

ru) General Blanchard's directive was a direct result of the

.Iune 1965 conference at USAF Headquarters which recommended that an

expedited procedure be established. Without it, war requirements would

have to be processed through normal channels in accordance with Air Force

Regulations (AFR) 5?-3 or 5?-4 (for Class V modifications). Documented

only by the 2d Air Division (by its successor, Seventh Air Force, after 8

April 1966), the SEAOR's were designed to be completed in a relatively

short time (about 12 months). Numbered consecutively as required opera-

tional capabilities (ROC's) or Class V modifications, they included proposed

improvements in the following areas: tactical fighters; command arld

control; electronic intelligence/electronic countermeasures (ELINT/ECM);

reconnaissance; munitions; life support and rescue; and airlift, support,

and miscell"tuorr". "l9

f||l16} Unfortunately, in late 1966 and 1967, the completion of

USAF projects was impeded by a dearth of funds and the large number of

aetive SEAORTs. As a result, Southeast Asia operational requirements

were not fulfilled as quickly as originally expected. Part of the clifficulty

stemmed from the submission and approval of long term SEAORTs which

could not be completed i-n a relatively short time. Thus, by the end of

March 1968, 306 SEAORTs had been processed but only 39 were completed,
20

64 were cancelled, and 203 were still active.

* See Appendix
including ROC|s

1 for a complete list of SEAORTs,
and Class V modifications--through

active and cancelled--
February 1968.
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W To deal with this and other problems, a TAC/pACAF/

seventh Air Force working group met between 18 February-l3 March 196?

at Tan Son Nhut AB, Vietnam. The working group recommended that

requirements be clearly established and documented by responsible agencies

in order to reduce the number of SEAORIs, to more clearly establi.sh their

priority, and to determine which required the most money and greater effort.

Following the general officer review of the sEAoR procedures at wright-

Patterson in November 196?, a Headquarters usAF sEAoR Review Board

was established to consider the overall management problem with the

emphasis on approval and funding, especialty within usAF headquarters.

T?re board was scheduled to begin its work in January 1g68.2t

(W Since a central SEAOR fund did not exist, the Air Force had

found it necessary to procure money from a wide variety of sources includ-

ing Project PRovosr (see below) and modification, procurement, and emer-

gency funds. But the process of securing money from supplemental and

emergency funds proved complex and time-consuming. As had been noted,

the Air Force during 1965 and 1966 also often used small I'fast reaction'r

funds including t'Fast Coin" for aircraft prototlrying and testing ($2. 5

rnillion in fiscal year 1966); "Fast Photoil for reconnaissance projects ($2.0

million in fiscal year 1966); and the so-called quick reaction capability

(QRC) for electronic intelligence and countermeasures equipment ($6.2

million in fiscal year 1966). 
22

W) In July 1965,

diting task force to propose

PROVOST

Mr. McNamara created a Vietnam

solutions for R&D problems. Not

support expe-

long after, OSD
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began a special program, designed to meet fiscal year Ig66 R&D needs for

Southeast Asia' which became known as priority research and development

objectives for Vietnam operational support (PROVOSt). "
(trul Acting on Mr. McNamarars guidanbe, on 29 July 1965

Dr. Brown, DDR&E, advised the chairman, Jcs, and the services that it
was a matter "of ttre greatest urgency that'all appropriate outputs from our

R&D programs and all our R&D capability be made available to give

maximum materiel support to our forces in vietnam as rapidly as possible. "

He directed tris Deputy for Tactical warfare programs, Dr. Thomas p.
24cheatham, to review immediately defense R&D programs. on 2 August,

Dr. cheatham asked the military departments to submit a list of weapons

and equipment that could be made available in the near future as well as

programs that might be accelerated and initiated. T?ris marked tlle begin-

ning of PRovosr and produced an Air Force request on 6 August for

$212.9 million for vietnam RDT&E. Initiarty, osD approved g22.9 millionx

in the fiscal year 1966 emergency supplemental budget request submitted to

and approved by Corrg.u"".25
26(|lrup The following indicated PROVOST fund"ing for the Air Force: 

-

Programmed Funds
Supplemental Funds
Emergency F\rnds

(Millions)

FY 1966

$ 00.0
71. I
30.1

Tio-i5-

FY 1967

114. 8
33.0
19.0

16m-

FY 1968

I12.8
24.9
15.9

15'J. 6

x Primarily for forward-looking infrared equipment, night low altitude
proximity fuzes, jungle bomblet, manpack radar, large optics for low
light level television (LLLTV), and cluster and inceindiarv muniti.ons.
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(ff Southeast Asia projects funded through supplemental

or emergency sources during fiscal years 1966 and 1967 were considered

part of PROVOST. Programs that had received money from the basic

budget, but were considered to apply to Southeast Asia were also listed

under PROVOST. These included specific SEAOR's and near-term (up to
427

18 months) "Shed Lightrr projects.

(W In March 1966--with SEA war requirements rising steadily--

the director of defense research established a senior PROVOST steering

group to review Southeast Asia R&D. This group prepared a "master"

list which identified priority requests for new equipment and other requests

for acceleration of equipment already in production or modifications to

existing equipment. The first USAF input to this list was submitted in

April 1966. The senior PROVOST group was responsible for determining--

on a continuing basis--what priority rating and emergency funding would be

given to programs not covered in the budget. USAF PROVOST-funded

projects included such items as: installati.on of nose cannons in the F-4;

A-7A modificati.ons; development of Shed Light equipment; modifications to
2B

the B-52; and modifications to the AGM-45A Shrike missile.

(|ffi In late 1966, after reports were received that some items

of equipment were malfunctioning immediately after being sent to Southeast

+Asia, OSD reminded the PROVOST steering group that hardware should not

be deployed to the theater unless adequately tested and evaluated in the

CONUS. This would insure not only that the equipment would work, but

* See Chapter V.
+ Including XM-47
infrared, and F-4C

gravel
radio

mines, AGM-l2C Bullpup, forward-looking
relay pods.
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also that only minimum testing would have to be done in the war zone. In

this regard, OSD directed that the JCS be provided a list o{ all inadequacies

of any weapon systems prior to their being released for operational .rs".29

Directorate of Technical Applications

(U) On 29 May 1967, an AFSC Directorate of Technical Applications for

Southeast Asia (D-TAFSEA)--also known as Project 1822--was organized at

the Air Proving Ground Center (APGC) at Eglin AFB, Fla., to identify opera-

tional problems which might be solved by near-term interim fixes. The

advantages of locating the Directorate at the proving ground center included

the tactical environment itself as well as the availabilitv of AFSC and TAC

personnel, including a large number of Vietnam returnees. This project

was closely related to the SEAOR process and TACrs required operational
30

capabilities program.

(U) Solutions proposed were to be confirmed by construction and testing

of protot5pe equipment wittr the results documented so that procurement

specifications could be drawn up by the appropriate agencies. Funding in

fiscal year 1968--expected to total about $2.0 million--eovered such items as

a modified optical fuze for the Sidewinder missile and improved area denial

mines. In general, the Directorate of Technical Applications worked directly

with industry to find possible solutions to problems which primarily involved
31

munitions, aircraft avionics, communications, surveillance, and support.

(U) Air Force plans for 1968 and 1969 called for the directorate

to continue to identify SEA problems which could be ameliorated by interim

analysi.s, improvisations, and changes of existing technology. USAF

officials hoped most of ttrese interim fixes could be worked out within less

32
than a year.
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III. COUNTERING TI{E NVN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM

(U) Several weeks after the United States launched its "Rolling

Thunder" air campaign against North Vietnam (N\rN) on 2 March 1965, the

President explained in a major policy statement that Americars objective

was to insure "the independence of South Vietnam and its freedom from

attackil by outside forces. He also stated on 1? April that the United States

would "try to keep [the] conflict from spreading. We have no desire to

devastate that which the people of North Vietnam have built with toil and

sacrifice. We will use our power with restraint...j'Indeed, the air campaign

he authorized proved to be highly selective, featuring clear-cut restri.ctions

on targets that could be struck. In general, the administrationts strategy was

to increase pressure gradually on the North Vietnamese regime rather than

to deliver an early, heavy blow against its important faciUties or resources.

lll eernaps the key Northern target whi.ch lras forbidden to U. S.

fighter-bomber attack was the Hai.phong harbor eomplex, which remained the

enemyrs major facility for importing war materiel from the Soviet Union and

bastern European bloc nations. The critical materiel that poured into the

enemyrs ports included heavy air defense equipment designed to take its toll

of attacking U. S. aircraft.

S-Gp 4 NOFORN) During 1965, one of the most worrisome aspects

of the war was tJre growing sophistication of NVN air defenses, espeeially

radar-controlled surface-to-air missiles (SAMrs) arid anti-aircraft artillery

(AAA). The SAM and AAA threat combined with MIGrs and small arms

* See Jacob Van Staaveren, USAF Plans and
1965 (AFCHO, October 1966), for details of the
campaign.

Orrerations in Southeast Asia
restrained American air
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fire presented Air Force and Navy pilots with a formidable air defense--

one that in 1965 steadily improved over.the rudimentary system of 1964.

As a consequence, the American air effort was degraded as aircraft were

diverted from strike missions to flak and sAM suppression and combat air

patrol (CAP). The heavy, sustained enemy defensive fire lessened the

accuracy of u. s. attacks--even in good weather--frequently forcing the
Ifighter-bombers to release their ordnance at high altitudes.

(|||f This increasingly serious situation affected the entire

American air campaign against the North. By mid-196b, it was clear that

Hanoi, with the help of the Soviet union, was carrying out its plan--announced

in February 1965--to construct complete sA-2 missile installations. The

first sA-2 complex was built in April and by l0 July five had been placed in

the greater Hanoi area. On 23 July, two NVN Fan Song missile fire control

radar signals were intercepted approximately 20 nautical miles (NM) west of

the Communist capi.tal. On the 24th, an F-4C aircraft (one of a flight of four)

was shot down by a surface-to-air missile.2

(tlf:f) Subsequent photography indicated that the North Vietnamese

had built two new SAM sites (numbers 6 and Z) in the area in which the F-4C

had been intercepted. on 27 Jury, 48 usAF F-105 aircraft attacked sites 6

and 7 with a loss of six planes--five to AAA and one to operational causes.

* F-4Crs flew so-called MIGCAP missions against enemy f ighters. In April
1965, to facilitate these operations in areas beyond USAF ground control
intercept coverage, the Air Force deployed three EC-121rs to Tan Son Nhut
AB under Operation t'Big Eyet', primarily to detect enemy planes on airborne
radar and ttcalltt MIG warnings. These EC-l2lts also warned aircraft away
from unfriendly borders. The Big Eye operation later evolved into "College
Eye, t' rvhich comprised expanded missions with more effective equipment
ineluding the QRC-248.
+ The SA-2 was a Maeh 3.5 radar-guided missile providing an effective
kill probability from 1,500 feet to altitudes above the ceiling of USAF
tactical aircraft at a range of about 20 miles.
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Post-strike reconnaissance showed that one site was unoccupied and ttre other

comprised dummy missiles and equipment. On 12 August, a Navy A-4 was

shot down by a SAM in an area which indicated that the enemy was deploying

SAM's outside the Hanoi sanctuary.

ffiTheNVNairdefensesystemincludedacentral1yoperated
early warning network which provided SAM and AAA units tracking data to

help acquire targets. Most individual SA-2 batteries also could acquire

targets by using the Itspoon Restt' or similar search radars. In addition,

the Fan Song fire control radar might be used as a Limited acquisition

radar. Because the Fan Song radar could be held in a ready condition by

discharging radiation into a dummy load (thereby seldom having to radiate),
t<4

it became increasingly difficult for U. S. pilots to locate these sites.

Air Staff Task Force on SAMrs

(Slllflf On 13 August 1965, in an effort to resolve this serious

problem, General McConnell directed that a special task force analyze the

defensive (SAM and AAA) threat and recommend measures for coping with it.

An Air Staff Task Force on SAMrs in Southeast Asia was chartered on 16

August under the chairmanship of Brig. Gen. Kenneth C. Dempster, USAF

Deputy Director of Operational Requirements. Among the basic assumptions

that guided the grouprs study were that: (1) the war in Southeast Asia would

continue, probably at an increased level of intensity; (2) political restraints

on attacking certain NVN targets would not be lifted; and (3) tactical

* The Fan Song featured a continuously
while-scanning radar beams continued to
target, thus searching for another target

sweeping antenna. The two track-
sweep even after acquiring the
while still tracking the first.

(This page'is
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nuclear weapons would not be authorized for use at the present level of
5

fighting.

(Hffi The work of tJ.e task force was infLuenced by the results of

recent "RoUing Thunderrr activity over the North--including the shootdowns.

They indicated that USAF crews had not received adequate warning while

under radar surveillance, that their aircraft lacked electronic counter-

measures equipment and that they found it difficult to find targets precisely

or to fix radar locations. Also, the cycle of processing intelligence,

deciding upon strikes, and actually launching them consumed an excessive

amount of time. These factors--together with the existing bombing con-

straints--made it difficult for pilots to locate and destrov the SA-2 sites.6

ffi*t After a comprehensive analysis of the I'UVU a"t"rr"irr"

environment, current USAF aircraft, tactics, and tJ:e possibilities for

improving equipment in tactical aircraft, the task force reached the follow-
7

ing conclusions:

1. Effective 3600 S-band radar homing and warning
was urgently required by the USAF tactical force
in SEA.

Tactical electronic intelligence (ELINT) equipment
had to be improved.

No all-weather reconnaissance svstem existed
in SEA.

Improvements should be made in strike and
reconnaissance tactics.

Self-screening and stand-off ECM was required.

Airborne communications security was inadequate.

An improved navigation system was needed for
all-weather target location.

Tactical fighters possessed no means of recording
strike results.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

o

8.
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t|# In view of these deficiencies, the Air Staff Tlsk Force pro-

mulgated a series of short and long term recommendations. with regard

to RHAW devices, of immediate importance was the necessity to test and

evaluate receivers and vector systems in order to provide 3600 warning in

the s- and c-bands along with adequate homing. concomitantly, jamming

techniques and ECM pods required testing and evaluation. Ttre group

specifically recommended that flight testing of the F-100F (vector/IR-l33

homing) prototype be expedited along with determining the best tactics for

employment. F-100F and F-105F modifications also were recommended so

they could be used in the role of t'hunter-killerst'against the sA-2 sites.

Long term proposals included developing, testi.ngr and evaluating advanced

navigation, RIIAW, ECM, ELINT, and other systems in order to improve
B

substantially the usAF capability against the Hanoi defensive network.

(W In late August,the Air Force Council--and on B0 September,

General McConnell--approved the task forcers conclusions and recommenda-

tions. The chief of staff specifically approved acquisition of 3600 RHAW

equipment, development of prototype hunter-ki11er-F-100F1s equipped with

various detection devices, and conversion of an F-105 to ar. EF-105F config-

uration by installing homing, warning, jamming, and ELINT apparatus. He

also directed the Air Staff to modify and test QRc-160-l ECM pods, procure

a limited quantity of KA-60 panoramic cameras, and accelerate the instalia-

tion of LORAN D avionics in the F-100, F-10S, F/RF-4, and the RF-10i" For

the longer term, he approved development of advanced RHAW and reconnais-

sance equipment. on 2 october 1965, the new secretarv of the Air Force,

Harold Brown, concurred in these proposals, but requested that the F-105

not be converted until the F-100F hunter-kiLler tests had been evaluated.9

* Brown, formerly DDR&E, became Air Force secretary on I october 196b.
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{fuffi$ In accordance with the Chief's direction, four F-100F. air-

craft--designated "wild weasel I"-- were modified to carry special equipment.

This included the APR-25 vector RHAW receiver to detect s-band signals

(emitted by SA-2 fire control radar and early warning/ground controlled

intercept radar), and C-band signals (from improved SA-2) and the X-band

airborne intercept radar. They also were equipped with the APR-25

(WR-300) L-band warning receiver to indicate missile guidance emissions,

and the IR-133 panoramic recei.ver that could detect S-band signals at a greater

range than the APR-25. The KA-60 panoramic camera and a dual track

tape recorder also were i.nstalled in the Wild Weasel I aircraft. 
10

ffi From 11 to 18 October 1965 the four modified F-l0OFrs

underwent an accelerated test and traini.ng program at the USAF Tactical

Air Warfare Center, Eglin AFB, Fla. The special Eglln radars (SADS-I

and SADS-2) simulated the S- and C-band NVN Fan Song radars. The test

results showed that crews could detect the SADS radars from a distance of

220 NM at 10,000 feet and 40-50 NM at 150 feet altitude. Whereupon, the

four aircraft were deployed to Korat, Thailand on 25 November and assigned

to the operational control of the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing. They began to

fly missions on 3 Deeember with the primary objeetive to seek out and

destroy SA-2 installations. Providing threat warning to strike planes
t1

and ELINT collection were secondar;r missions.

tfrfr$ In late 1965, the appearance of a growing number of SA-2

installations prompted the Air Force to increase the number of Wild Weasel

I aircraft to seven while also planning for depto;rment of seven Wild Weasel

III F-105F's. This decision was made by the Air Council on 30 December

1965 and approved by General McConnell on 6 January 1966. The F-105F's
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would be equipped with the same RIIAW apparatus as the Wild Weasel I air-

craft. The three additional F-100Fts were modified by 24 January 1966 and

deployed to tJle theater in late Febmary. Modifications for ttrree F-105Frs

were completed on 23 February and five were deployed to Southeast Asia by

mid-April 1966. USAF planning also called for deploying four WiId Weasel IV

F-4Cts to Southeast Asia in mid-1966, but this program never materialized. 
12

(alffl The Wild Weasel I missions flown from Thailand beginning in

December '1965 were part of the ttlron Handt' anti-SAM air campaign. 
* 

The

F-100F radar homing and warning equipment was operated by an electronic

warfare officer in the back seat of the aircraft. So-called ttsearch and de-

stroy" tactics were developed for the Wild Weasel I missions. The strike

force or flight included one Weasel F-I00F carrying two rockets and 20-mm

ammunition and normally leading three F-l05rs, each armed with two rocket

pods and ttrree 500-or ?S0-pound bombs. The F-100F, as the hunter aircraft'

attempted to home on SA-2 radar emissions by flying a planned track between

4, 500 and 15,000 feet while the electronic warfare officer monitored the

special RHAW eguiprnent. During the search, direct homing or a circular

approach might be used. The F-105 killer aircraft trailed the Wild Weasel

by about 15 seconds. After acquiring the target electronically, the F-100F

would then attempt to acquire it visually and mark the target with rockets.
13

Using the mark, the killer F-105's would deliver their ordnance.

(!IHl Wease1 planes utere also employed as a threat warning

source by accompanying strike aircraft and alerting them to stay above

* Iron Hand was originally organized in early August 1965 as a special
F-105 ground alert force designed to strike newly uncovered SAM sites.
This concept proved unsatisfactory and in a matter of days the role of
these Iron Hand aircraft was changed and they began searching for SAM
locations over the North.
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ground fire enroute to the target. In addition, ELINT missions were flown

by EB-66rs with the collected information used to plan future search and

destroy missions. Infrequent ELINT missions were flown by lone Weasel

aircraft along the NVN borders to gather data and familiarize crews with

the signal environment. Starting on 3 April 1966, after the F-100Frs

(and the F-105rs) were equipped with the AGM-45 Shrike missile, the Wild

Weasel planes themselves began attacking the Fan Song fire control ""dt.". "

If feasible, a dive delivery of the Shrike rras made by the lead aircraft

as the rest of the Weasel flight maneuvered as before for a homing run

t4
and attack.

flffifll. Between late November and 23 December 1965, the F-100Frs

helped to develop operational tactics and gain experience on Iron Hand

missions. However, poor weather in the target areas during this period

led to cancellation of many sorties and hampered others. During the

bombing truce on 24 December 1965-30 January 1966, all Iron Hand sorties

were halted and the Wild Weasel aircraft flew only 49 ELINT missions

over Laos and the Gulf of Tonkin. Poor weather between 31 January and

late March again interfered, although two SA-2 installations were attacked-

In April and May the vueather improved and five SAM installations were
15

hit with heavy damage inflicted on three of these sites.

ttrrlsq From December 1965 to 15 May 1966' 394 Wild Weasel I

sorties were actually planned but 247 were cancelled, primarily because

of poor weather in the target area. The 14? Iron Hand sorties actually

* The missile was first caruled on
but a malfunction prevented launch.
18 April.

a combat sorti.e on 3 April 1966,
The first launch occurred on
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16
flown included the following:

Runs on SA-2's
Weather Prevented Runs
Insufficient Fan Song Activity
Mission Change
Equipment MaUunction

29
29
930

5
1

The 29 attempted Wild Weasel runs

SA-2 Sites Attacked

147

t7
broke down as follows:

Fan Song T\-rrned Off During Run
Weather Aborted Run
Run Aborted Because of Restricted Area
Aborted Due to Malfunction

l3
10

3

2

I
29

of the 13 sites actually attacked, SA-2 batteries were seen in only five

cases because of enemy camouflage. Through 23 July 1g66, ten sA-2

sites had been destroyed or damaged; six sA-2 vans were probably damaged

by Shrike missiles; five AAA sites had been destroyed or damaged; and ll
AAA radars were probably damaged by the shri.ke. Two F-I00Frs and two

wild weasel rtr F-105Fts were rost in combat and one F-100F to engine
18

failure.

fft As indicated, the most serious handicap facing the wild

weasel force was its inability to visually acquire targets, most of which
I

were camouflaged. ' Bad weather was an important factor as was a 4, bOG

foot altitude restriction imposed on weasel aircraft for safety reasons.

Also, the lack of ranging eguipment forced the F-100Frs to come in close

to an sA-Z site and then pull up to acquire it visually, a tactic which made

* Including Fan song emissions from restricted areas where usAF air-
craft could not penetrate.
+ some missile installations were completery hidden in wooded areas
or camouflaged to look like small villages.
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the aircraft vulnerable to ground fire. In addition, target restrictions

prevented USAF aircraft from attacking various batteries, which eased the

enemyrs problem since he was apparently aware of where the Wild Weasels

operated. Too, he undoubtedly obtained maps from downed flyers which
19

indicated the restricted areas.

ff Nevertheless, although Wild Weasel aircraft were not

answer to the missile threat, they did aid the U. S. air campaign and

20
the same time made NVN defensive operations more difficult.

Night Song Study

(||P Even as the Air Force employed new anti-SAM and anti-

AAA equipment during 1965 and 1966 and continued to explore advanced

measures for eountering the NVN defensive environment, the North Viet-

namese improved their defenses. A continuous flow of Soviet and Chinese

weapons made the enemy even more formidable and by early 1967 it had

developed an almost complete ground-controlled intercept (GCI) system for

the entire country. A1l critical areas were covered by SAM missile control

radars and AAA fire control. Also, ao early warning radar network was

developed and--along with improvements to the GCI, AAA, and sA-2 Fan

Song radars--could be expected to increase in effectiveness in the near

future. North Vietnamts important Red River delta was especially heavily

protected by surface-to-air missiles.

ffi In view of these developments, on 10 January 196? Deputy

Secretary of Defense Vance requested the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff and the service secretaries to re-examine the U. S. tactical air

campaign against the NVN defensive network. Mr. Vance observed that

the relatively low U. S. tactical aircraft attrition rate might be more

the

at
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difficult to maintain if the enemy continued to improve his air defenses.

He specifically pointed to the continuing NVN improvements in the area of

pilot training and MIG utilization, air control and integrated use of SAM's

and MIGrs, use of radar controlled weapons and flak traps, and modified

SA-2 defenses. Although he noted the overall satisfactory U. S. loss rate,

he was concerned with the 'trelatively high aircraft attrition in some areas

of route packages V and u't. rt* 21

On receipt of Mr. Vancets comments, the Chair-

man of the JCS established a study group to re-examine the air effort

against NVN defenses. The so-called Night Song Study Group was under the

direction of Maj. Gen. John B. McPherson of the Office of the Director of

the Joint Staff. In its report dated 30 March 1967, the Night Song group

stated that the enemv hrd22

expanded the capabilities of his air defense system faster
than we have intensified the effectiveness of measures
against it. This he has done while, at the same time,
achieving substantial accommodations to the other effects
imposed by the overall air campaign, in other segments
of the NVN national structure. The principal factor which
has enabled him to do both of these is that his hignest
capacity avenue for importation of war-supporting essentials
has remained exempt from attack. Other restraints in our
application of graduated pressures have contributed.

@ The report went on to note that better American

equipment, munitions, and tactics--as important as they were--could not by

themselves assure a substantial improvement against the NVN defense until

a sustained and coordinated air eampaign was conducted against the complete

enemy target system, especially the facilities used to import and distribute

the war-supporting essentials from the Soviet Union and Comrnrr.rist Cfri.r".23

* Route packages
including the Hanoi
Chinese border and

V and VI comprised the area north of latitude 20-31 N--
and Haiphong areas--extending east and north to the
west to the Laotian border.
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fiilfl@ Nevertheless, the Night Song study reiterated the need for

improvements and advances in U. S. equipment to increase the effectiveness

of USAF aircraft over the North. The report noted that the two principal

limitations of RIIAW systems were the inability to determine! accurately the

range to the target radar and the difficulty of fixing precisely enemy radar

frequencies, especially in an area where there was a high density of

similar radars. Accelerated development of the inverse LORAN technique

was recommended to counter all pulsed radars in the S- and C-bands. The

report also stated an'rurgent requirementtt for the following items: (1) QRC-

160-8 pod (S- and C-band) for greater power and wider frequency coverage;

(2) ALQ-81/100 (S- and C-band) unit for deception jamming; (3) the QRC-335

deception repeater and fuze jammer to counter SAM and AAA radars and

missile fuzing; (4) QRC-314 missile fuze jammer; and (5) modification to
24

the X-band pod to counter the X-band SA-3 radar.

tlfnp!fr In general, the reportrs major proposals emphasized ttre

need for night and all-weather equipment in more aircraft along with the

t'highest priority" for RIIAW and self-protection countermeasures for all U. S.

aircraft flyrng over North Vietnam. Beyond fiscal year 1968' it was proposed

that the development of optical countermeasures be accelerated and that

LOR3.N C/D receivers be installed in USAF strike and attack aircraft.

Development of infrared (IR) equipment to detect missiles and IR counter-
25

measures to deflect IR missiles in fLight was also recommended'

Underlying the entire Night Song analysis was the con-

clusion tJ:at restrictions against attacking targets in populated areas--thus

excluding criti.cal elements of the NVN defense--had made the U.S. air

effort much more difficult. These constraints, the report noted, tthave
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diluted the effectiveness of U. S. tactical airpower and have tended to channel

u. s. air operations i.nto general patterns which the enemy can more easily

anticipate. t' Since the most important weakness of the enemy was his total

dependence on external sources of supply, the group proposed a ttbroad air

campaigntt be started--to include the mining of deep water ports and *re

Gulf of ronkin--to reduce the flow of war materiel into North Vietnam. At

the same time, it stated that alr sAMrs, AAA,and radars could not be

destroyed because they were both numerous and difficult to locate accurately

and that further, a t'conclusivetr campaign against the defense could not be

waged because the United States did not have the nonnuclear weapon systems

or munitions to mount a successful campaign. The report mentioned a

shortage of the most effective weapons and fuzes required to destroy enemy
-o6guns and SAM's. "

Aftermath of Night Song

,r# After reviewing the Night Song report, Deputy Secretary

of Defense vance asked ttre secretaries of the Air Force and Nawy to

"assuret' him that present R&D programs and technological effort were

properly focused toward the trearliest possible resolutiontt of the problems

discussed in the report. Secretary Vance was particularly connerned wittr

the indications that the services ctrd not possess the nonnuclear weapons

and munitions needed to conduct a comprehensive offensive against the

enemyrs defenses and tJ:at the U. S. capability to mount night and all-

weather operations was inadeqrr"t.. 
27

* On this point, see Herman S. Wolk, USAF Logistic Plans & Policies
in Southeast Asia 1966 (AFCIIO, Oct 196?), Chapter II.
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tFSecretaryBrownrep1iedon21Septemberthatarryassurance

as to the adequacy of current developmental programs "must always be given

with qualifications. " He observed tJ:at Air Force research and development

was the result of a process of rigorous selection based upon budgetary and

28
technological factors :

Although the total funding that is identifiable to
solutions of problems highlighted in the Night
Song Study appears to be commensurate with the
allocation of industrial and technical resources
to the national involvement in SEA, more money
and higher priorities would have to be applied
to accelerate certain programs and initiate others
before I could give the assurances I feel are
desired.

Dr. Brown advised that much of the USAF developmental program had been

reoriented toward the needs of Southeast Asia, despite funding difficulties.

An influx of additional money, he said, would ttimprove the pacett of research
r9

and development. ''

Electr:onic Countermeasures

fru The uSAF campaign against the NVN defensive

network was multi-faceted, including not only RIIAW equipment and tactics,

but also electronic countermeasures and intelligence programs. In 1965,

the burgeoning enemy defense opposing the USAF Rolling Thunder strikes--

featuring radar-controlled SAMts and guns--presented the Air Force with

perhaps the most sophisticated and concentrated defensive system ever

faced by the United States and thus forced a re-examination of its ECM

equipment and tactics.

H The Air Force divided ECM into two categories--support

and self-protection countermeasures. Support ECM was provided primarily

by the USAI' EB-66's with stand-off jamming equipment designed to counter
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early warning/ground control intercept (EW/GCI), SAM, and AAA radars.

SeU-protection countermeasures were designed for use by strike aircraft

against SAM and AAA r*d".".30

ffre) Between April and September 1965, nine RB/

EB-66rs were deployed to Vietnam (Tan Son Nhut) and Thailand (Takhli)

as the 41st Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron in order to give ECM/ELINT

support to Rolling Thunder missions.to Th" EB-66's, as originally employed

in Southeast Asia, orbited just outside the lethal range of the SAMrs while

jamming the SAM/AAA radars. To obtain the maximum protection afforded

by the jamming, strike aircraft had to stay between the EB-66 and the

SAM, but this tactic limited their target approach routes. In late 1965, as

the number of SAM installati.ons increased and the enemyrs camouflage and

mobi.lity improved, the EB-66's became less effective. Although the Northrs

EW/GCI equipment could be degraded in varying degrees in a specific local-

ity, the entire enemy air defense system could not be suppressed. With air

defense filter centers, the North Vietnamese could still maintain overall

tracking of the raid--even in the area under direct jamming from ECM air-

craft--by employing unjammed radars, communications t'crosstell, tt ground

31
observers, and strobe cross-plots.

In late 1965 and 1966, as more MIG's appeared

over the North to challenge USAF strike pilots (along with the enemyrs use

of increasingly sophi.sticated defensive equipment and integrated tactics),

the EB-66rs became more vulnerable and were driven farther back from

* The data obtained by these aircraft revealed the increasing integration between
MIGts and enemy GCI along with the placement of early warning and height
finder radars in North Vietnam. The EB-66's were augmented in 1965 by
three EC-121D t'Big Eyeil aircraft and four EC-1308 "Sj.lver Dawnt' craft.
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the major target areas. After an EB-66 was shot down on 2 April 1967,

orbits for these aircraft were moved back from the t'high threat areas. "

During the remainder of 1967, they were used only infrequently and then

for shallow penetrations. Thus, as the EB-66 declined in effectiveness--

especially against the frequencies of the SAM/AAA radars--major emphasis

was placed on jamming acquisition GCI radars. AIso, these aircraft

,.t'

Pod Development

ffi In September 1965, the Air Staff Anti-SAM Task Force

observed that ECM for USAF fighter craft over the North was actually

"non-existent. " At tfie same time, it also noted that a t'marginalil ability

was possessed in stand-off jamming. According to the .upo"t,33

... tactical fighter aircraft do not possess self-
screening ECM devices. This seriously limits the
freedom of action desj.red and required by fighter-
bomber crews. Equipping fighter-bomber aircraft
with self-screening ECM devices yill make them
less vulnerable to the SAM and AAA threats.

{fl) For the immediate future the task force recommended

equipping tactical fighters with noise jamming and deception countermeasures.

It proposed that tJle barrage noise-jamming QnC-160-1 ECM pod be modified

for use against the S-band SA-2ts. As of September 1965, TAC possessed

100 of these pods and the task force estimated--after modification atrd

testing--they could be delivered in less than a year for use on F-100rs,

RF-101rs, F-105rs, and F-4C's. It recommended ernploying the ALE-29

ehaff dispenser on tactical fighter and reconnaissance planes. As far as

stand-off jamming was concerned, 8-668 "Brown Cladlet' aircraft with
34

multiple jammers were proposed for deployment to Southeast Asia.

fitlFll For the longer term, the QRC-160-8 ECM pod appeared the
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most promising against the SAMrs and AAA guns since it could respond to

multiple threat radars and was compatible with the F-100, F'-105, and the

F-4C. The possi.bility of employing the QRC-249B countermeasure pod, fuze

jammers, retro-directive jammihg antermas, and the Haber pneumatic chaff/

IR flare dispenser was also 
"*plo"ud.35

(Ftim The QRC-160-I pod was preset on the ground to

counter the S-band Fan Song and Fire Can (AAA) radars. In September and

October 1966, the pod was tested in combat flights ov€r North Vietnam by

F-105's (one pod on each outboard wing station) of the 355th Tactical Fighter

Wing at Takhli. Missions were flown in heavily defended areas and indicated

that pod-carrying aircraft were not tracked and fired upon by SAMrs or AA,A..

The pods were then introduced in number in late 1966 and by I January 196?

all strike ai.rcraft flying into high radar density locations carried th"*.36

(?Src In March 196?, the Night Song Study Group report

noted the urgency of equipping USAF tactical strike aircraft with protective

devices and recommended using the QRC-160-8 pod which had higher power and

provided wider coverage compared to the 160-1 pod. By early 1968, the 160-8

had been used effectively in the theater, demonstrating more flexibility than

the QRC-f60-1. Also in 1988, the Air Force deployed the QRC-335, a decep-

tion repeater and noise jammer to work against SAM and AAA radars. This

new pod showed promise of giving more protection to aircraft flyrng over the

North. Also under active development were the QRC-288, designed against

C-, S-, L- and X-band radars; the QRC-314 missile fuze jammer; and an

advanced S- and C-band stand-off jammer. Irr addition, USAF planners were

studying an advanced tactical electronic warfafe system (ATEWS), which

included jammers and passive receivers, for use against the entire enemy
3?

radar threat from early warni.ng to terminal guidance radars.

+ However, the ECM pods sometimes jammed RHAW equipment as well as
the enemy radars. Pod-equipped,,.airqraJt also experienced i.ncreased fuel
consumption.
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IV. DEVEI,OPMENT OF CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS

€lf,p*l As noted in Chapter I, from the end of the Korean War

until after the Kennedy administration assumed power, the Air Force

emphasized nuclear weaponry rattrer than conventional munitions research

and development. This trend was dictated ,by the prevailing basic national

security policy and was reversed only reluctantly after that poli.cy changed

in 1961. For example, AFSC proposed to Headquarters USAF in late 1961

that it be authorized to start a $40 million nonnuclear munitions develop-

ment program. But the Air Force ori.entation at this time was still

nuclear; in 1961 it was deeply involved in deploying its AtLas and Titan

ICBMTs and had barely begun to test fire its Minuteman. It was against

this background--after the AFSC request had been reviewed by the Ajr

Staff and at the Secretarial level--that Systems Command was di.rected to

program only $15 million in fiscal year 1963 for conventional munitions

1
R&D.

freJUfif) During the early l960ts, TAC had frequently asked for a

strengthened conventional munitions develOpment program to make up for

the lengthy period--almost a decade--in which it had been afforded Iow

*priority. * Ir, ,.i"* of what happened in Viehram during 1964-196?, it is

painfully ironic to realize that TAC had recognized the need to improve

conventional munitions, but the necessary money to develop and produce

ttrem was not forthcoming. For example, in 1960-1962, the Air Force

F-GffiFf-gog, TAC reiterated t]lat it was still relying too heavily
on the 750-pound bomb.
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lacked not only advanced air-to-surface missiles* and anti-vehicle and anti-

personnel ordnance, but also equipment which could locate the enemy in the

jungles of Vietnam and fuzes which could penetrate the canopy without

detonating prematurely. Consequently, when the United States entered the

Vietnam war in force it did so with a serious shortage of precisely tJle kind
2

of conventional war munitions and equipment needed in Southeast Asia.

Inadequacy of Munitions

(14 During 1963-1965, when the United States became fully

committed to the war in Vietnam, the Air Force possessed some stoekpiled

iron bombs from World War II and the Korean War plus some general pur-

pose bombs developed after 1953. Too, some developmental work had been

done on low level dispensers for fragmentation bomblets, but an entire

family of new dispensers had to be deslgned and produced. In general, as

the 1962 Cuban missile crisis pointed up, the conventional war stockpile and
+3

existing production lines were inadequate to meet the need.

(|lry* Problems arising from the use of the older munitions

appeared soon after large-scale air operations began in early 1965. Air-

crews discovered that such munitions dropped from high-performance

aircraft flying at low altitudes frequently resulted in ricocheting bombs:

The problem was corrected by a USAF modification to the Nawy-developed

T-]TF g"t*""i *"aknesses in this area were driven home during the Cuban
missile crisis of October-November 1962, when the Air Force had to turn
to the Navy to borrow Zuni air-to-surface missiles. Other nonnuclear
munitions in short supply during the crisis included 20-mm ammunition,
flre-bombs, and 2.75t' rockets.
+ See Herman S. Wo1k, USAF Logistic Plans g poli"i"s in Southeast Asia
1965 (AFCHO, June 1967), Chapter III.
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Snakeye fin bornb. Also, pilots found that World War II bombs created

structural flutter when their jets approached the speed of bound. To resolve

this problem, the Air Force ordered the design and production of new

ordnance with the proper shape for the speci.fic aircraft. Specialized muni-

tions also were identified as a requirement to meet the specifications of

low speed COIN aircraft (T-28's and B-26ts) as well as jet fighter-bombers.

Dispensers used on jets at speeds of at least 400 knots, it was found, rvere

not compatible with the COIN ai.rcraft. Further:, to counter the enemyts

surface-to-air missiles, steps were taken to acquire retarded bombs which

could be dropped at low levels. However, long before these became avail=

able, pilots discovered that they could evade the missiles at medium

altitudes and avoid the dangerous low altitudes where they became vulnerable

to heavy AAA fire.

tlfr5l Since much of the air campaign was directed against the

enemyrs lines of communications (LOCts), top priority was given to develop-

ment of weapons that could penetrate the jungle canopy and explode on the

ground rather than in the trees. Too, emphasis was placed on so-called

area denial munitions or mines that could stop enemy personnel and

vehicles. What was needed then, according to the Air Force, v/as a

t'familytt of munitions which could accomplish a variety of tasks. 
D

Accelerated Ordnance Program

ffi) As a result of the above requirements, General McConnell

on 29 June 1965 directed that speeific categories of munitions be developed

* See Chapter III, "Countering the NVN Air Defense System. t'
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as quickly as possible for use in Southeast Asia. This accelerated ordnance

program ilras to emphasize development and procurement of munitions for

special missions. The Chief of Staff stated the new ordnance was required

"to remove major operational deficiencies and to attain improved strike

effectiveness for combat operations in Southeast Asia. " Noting the urgency
6

of the program, he said:

I consider early availability of modern ordnance to
field units o/re of the most vital factors for improving
force effectiveness... it is imperative that this new
ordnance be made available to the field at the
earliest practicable date.

(|||{ Each new munition that promised to improve operational

effectiveness in Southeast Asia was to be proposed for concurrent

engineering development and production. General McConnell directed

that there should be no delay in making arrangements with appropriate

contractors and also that naval ordnance should be reviewed for possible

application to USAF missions. A qualified technical team was to be sent

to SEA to supervise the introduction of new munitions into the theater.

The Chief of Staff directed that the following munitions programs be

accelerated: Missile and hard target ordnance - AGM-I2C Bul1pup,

M-11? retarder, AGM-45A Shrike anti-radiation missile, CBU-3/A anti-

tank, AGM-62 Walleye and the MK-82 retarder; anti-personnel and anti-

materiel - BLV-24|CBU-12 jungle bomb, Sadeye dispenser, Rockeye III,

Dragontooth land mine, napalm-B flame fuel; fuzes - FMU-54 retarded

bomb fuze, FMU-26 multi-purpose, FMU-35 long delay, M-910 proximity'
7

FMU-30 land mine fuze, and the FMU-438 20-mm proximity fuze'

(This
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Flak Suppression Ordnance

(ry As mentioned, in early 1965--coincident with the start of

the American air campaign against the North and the use of SAMrs against

U. S. aircraft--the Air Force possessed only limited flak suppression muni-

tions, primarily the CBU-2. The disadvantages of this munition were

many and included a low-level delivery and restricted area coverage. Al so,

in some cases, premature detonation of CBU-2 bomblets had caused damage

to aircraft. The Air Force requirement was for a munition which could be

released from higher altitudes (6,000-8,000 feet). Indeed, early USAF

experience in air operations over the North indicated that the majority of

Air Force (and also Navy) combat losses had been caused by AAA fire,

often from relatively small ealiber guns, during the attack phase. The Air

Force wanted a weapon that not only could be dropped from a higher altitude,

but that would give wide area coverage. 
S

((Ipl! fn May 1965, in response to this requirement, the Air

Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin AFB began development of the CBU-24

flak suppression munition. F\rnds for concurrent development and production

were provided on 13 May 1965 by a DOD supplemental appropriation for

eontingency programs. Early USAF planning called for a buildup in produc-

tion from 500 units per month in late 1966 and early 1967, to 2,810 units by

July 1967 and 8,000 per monttr by January 1968. The first CBU-24 production

munitions were delivered to Soutleast Asia in March 1966 and the first

cluster bomb was dropped in April.g

fficussionoft,hispoint,seeChapterIII,''Counteringthe
NVN Air Defense System. "

(This page isflF
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(fpfl Although basically a flak suppression munition, the CBU-24

also was partially effective against personnel and light materiel targets. It

weighed about ?50 pounds, resembled the M-117 bomb in shape and size, and

contained approximately ?00 BLU-26 bomblets. During 1966 USAF pilots

were unanimous in stating that flak bursts ceased or were significantly

reduced after the CBU-24 had been delivered. In 196? the Air Foree modi-

fied about 10 percent of these munitions to include a random delay fuze

which would keep AAA gunners from manning their weapons after the first

bomblets .*plod"d. 
10

By March 196?, however, the demand for the CBU-24 had

far exceeded the production. AS a result, it was ttseverely rationedrr and

became one of the most critical items on the SEA munitions supply list.

In March, although production reached 5?0 bombs per rnonth, Headquarters

USAF estimated that it would take another 14 months--after funding approval--

before monthly production reached 8,000 bombs. A monthly rate of 16,000

units could be achieved in approximately 18 months from the date of funding
11

approval. In early 196?, the production/expenditure sehedule $/as as follows:

CBU.24 Jan 196't

Production 520
Desired Expenditure 8050
Forecast kpenditure 700

Jul 1967

2200
8050
t475

Dec 1967

7450
8050
2100

cY 1967

32,640
96, 600
16, 550

(ffi Although it had proved highly satisfactory, the CBU-24 still

did not meet all the requirements of a flak suppression weapon. The ideal

flak suppression weapon, theater commander:s reported' .should be aimed

immediately after a pilot spotted a target and fired as the airqraft moves

off. In response to this need, the 6rr Force developed--and in early 1967

tested--a cluster warhead with the AGM-12C Bullpup. This warhead, which

fri.:.;A a. I :.:$-.r.i'
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held about 800 BLU-268 bomblets, by the close of 1967 had completed R&D

feasibility tests. Operational evaluation in Southeast Asia was scheduled

for early 1968. Also, in July 1967, Headquarters USAF published a develop-

ment directive (Project "Pave Joy") which called for demonstrating two

guidance techniques for the Bullpup--the Martin ACT and the Chrysler DC

systems. At the same time, Project t'Pave Wayt' was formed in order to
12

develop the laser, electro-optical, and infrared guided bombs.

,fuInconnectionwiththetaskofcounteringtheenemySAM|s,

USAF pilots had experienced some success with the AGM-45A Shrike missile

as a SAM radar locator and. suppressor. Also under development was an

improved anti-radiation missile, the so-called Standard advanced radiation

missile (ARM), which featured offset launching, extended r&og€r and a

superheterodyne receiver to provide greater sensitivity. In early 196?,

the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended a phasedown of Shrike procurement

for SEA from 8, 320 to 7,040 units per month by the end of fiscal year

'st 300 ARM would

be made. In early 1967, the AGM-62 Walleye TV-guided missile was used

over North Vietnam (seven were fired in March with six direct hits
13

reported) with impressive results.

Penetrating the Jungle Canopy

ffFilt Since 1965 the U. S. commanders in Vietnam recognized

that--because of the SEA topography--they would need weapons that could

penetrate tJle jungle canopy and destroy enemy troop concentrations, base

ffith the bomblet warhead was designated the AGM-l2E.
The 80O-bomblet pattern covered an area 600 feet in diameter.
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camps, and materiel targets. Early in the war the BLU-3 bomb was the

pri.mary weapon available and designed to penetrate and explode on impact.

However, the initial experi.ence with this munition indicated that it tended to

detonate in trees or to tumble through the canopy and fall as duds because
t4

the fuze did not receive sufficient impact.

efF6 In order to provide a reliable jungle penetration munition,

the BLU-24 bomb was developed. Designed to be ejected from the same

dispenser as the BLU-3, the BLU 24

until the bomb penetrated through the

entered the SEA operational inventory

that the results were satisf..to.rr. 
15

was configured so as not to detonate

trees to the ground. This bomb

in late 1966 and the pilots reported

Area Denial Munitions

(ffi The major problem that faced ttre United States in Vietnam

was interdiction of the flow of men, supplies, vehicles, and materiel from

North Vietnam over jungle trails into South Vietnam. In early 1965, ttre

Air Force recognized that it was deficient in the kind of area denial muni-

tions that could prevent and delay the enemy movement of men and materiel.

It was believed ttrat, if such munitions were available, they could substan-

tially reduce the overall flow, especially during darkness and bad weather

when most of the enemy infiltration occurred. The development of mines,

especially, which could seU-destruct at a given time, might prove to be a

16
major factor in the U. S. interdiction effort.

(ffi Anti-personnel and anti-vehicle mines had been under

development since 1962. In 1965 the Air Force formulated plans for
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accelerated development specifically of the dragontooth and trip wire anti-

personnel mines. The CBU-28/A dragontooth was a plastic-encased mine,

weighing about one ounce, that could be set off by foot pressure. Designed

to injure, but not kill, it was the only USAF munition which used a binary

liquid explosive warhead. It was also effective against vehicle tires. The

first production mines would possess an l8-hour life (later models would have

longer periods). T?re mines were to be delivered from a.downward-ejecting

dispenser (SUU-I3/A) witfr each dispenser holding between five and six
L7

thousand mines. The F-4C was capable of carrying up to 1? dispensers.

ffi The CBU-34/A trip wire anti-personnel mine was the most

advanced of i.ts tlpe. Weighing less *ran a pound, lt ejected at least eight

wires after hitting tJle ground and could be detonated by anything passing

within its deadly circle. If not detonated within 150 hours, the mine would

l8self-destruct. One B-52 was capable of camying 54,800 mines. Also

under development was the CBU-33/A vehicle land mine with a magnetic

fuze, weighing approximately 20 pounds. In 1965, an advanced supersonic

dispenser for this mine--which was capable of stopping vehicles and tanks--
19

was under development. The F-4C could carry about 300 CBU-33/A mines.

5t@ In late 1965 and early 1966, development, production, and

deployment of area denial ordnance were supported strongly by Secretary

of the Air Force Brown and General Westmoreland. On 13 January 1966,

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Alexander Flax recommended to

Dr. John S. Foster, DDR&E: (1) remqval of restrictions on advanced anQ

engineering development of area denial weapons; (2) release of $400,000

which had been deferued for the trip wire mine; (3) provision of $250,000

emergency money to adapt the dragontooth for B-52 delivery; (4) provision

il!pru
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of $3. I million to finish RDT&E of tJle trip wire in lb months and provide

an interim mine in nine months; (b) reprogramming action for fiscal year

1966 production of 960 Suu-l3/dragontooth dispensers; and (6) reprogramming

of $3. 8 million in fiscal year 1966 procurement funds to produce 500,000

trip wire mines per month. Dr. Foster subsequently released withheld funds

and provided additional OSD emergency funds for RDT&E orrly.zo

ft|lfl Meanwhile, Secretary of Defense McNamara directed a

trmaximum effortrt and attendarrt fundi.ng for advanced production engineering

and trvolume productionrt of gravel, dragontooth, and trip wire mines and

he requested an estimate of sEA needs. 
o 

* ,, Jamary 1966, General

westmoreland submitted a concept of operations and the following monthly

requirements: Gravel and dragontooth, 691,000, and trip w'ire, 1,64b,000.

Admiral strarp, cINcPAc, agreed wift COMUSMACVTs recommendations

and emphasized the importance of using area denial ordnance in Laos and
2l

North Vietram.

(sFi Dr. Flax subsequently sent a memorandum to Dr. Foster

reporting'on the successful results of the dragontooth test program and

proposing immediate production of, 23,400,000 mines in 4,875 SUU-IB/A

dispensers at a cost of $60.23 million. In response to Dr. Fosterrs

request to him to iuvestigate whether or not to accelerate introduction of

the area denial weapons' Air Force Secretary Brown recommended on

l1 April 1966 that they proceed to deploy an entire family of t'mutually

supportingrr mines "to compound" ttre enemyrs movement problem and ttto

reduce countermeasure effectirr"rr""s. tt22

x In 1966, much of the impetus for tJre development and production of area
denial ordnance resulted from Mr. McNamarars decision to go forward with
an air-supported barrier system. For a detailed discussion of this system,
see WoLk' USAF Plans and Policies: Loeistics and Base Construction in Southeast
Asia,196?lErctto,octooertgoilchapterlv,rtnlentiffii-s-ysTe

t..,$iifl
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Otr* Secretary Brown noted that emplo;rment plans could be estab-

lished parallel with development and production. Too, production could be

increased severaUold by establishing additional production lines if require-

ments justified such a procedure. As far as the trip wire mine was con-

cerned, Dr. Brown observed that its operauonal employment could be

advaneed bv abort six monttrs by adopting both an interim and final design

version in production. The Air Force, he reported, also had examined

the servicest anti-vehicle land mine programs and since ttrere did not seem

to be an rroptimumtt anti-tnrck mine under development, he suggested that

the Air Force proposal should be treated as a separate program.

(S) Based on the current status of tl1e area denial munitions

programs' sortie effectiveness, and operational needs, Secretary Brown
23

advised that:

A family of air-delivered land mines properly used in
sufficient quantities could mahe a significant impact
on our operational effectiveness in Southeast Asia.

Employment plans will be developed to fully exploit or
quantify the potential of air-delivered mines in Southeast
Asia. We have no experience in their use (except for the
anti-railroad mine) and we have little but theoretical
shrdies and spdculation as to how aR enemy may react
to their use, both psychologically and by countermeasures.

Deeisions and implementing directions are now needed on
mine production programs to avoid slippage in field avail-
ability and to assure procurement of sufficient quantities
to make an early impact on our operational effectiveness
in Southeast Asia.

(!IFfF Several weeks later, Dr. Brown discussed area denial

ordnance with Deputy secretary of Defense vance and gained tentative

agreement on major segments of the program. On 28 April, he sent a

revised program to osD rrwhich would retain the vital options to provide

1.

z.
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a field capability on the same dates as previously proposed, but would

reduce the commitment of fiscal year 1966 funds,tt thus deferring t'certain

decisions" on procurement until more information was arrailable.24

$|H|| The Air Force Secretary recommended initial dragontooth

production using semi-automated tooling, ttrus providing an operational

capabitty about six months earlier than if the Air Force waited for a fully

automated production line. With fiscal year 1966 money of $14.7 million,

interim production could start while an automated assembly line was

25
readied to turn out 1,500,000 mines per month, beginning about March 1967.

Sflffi Alse, Dr. Brown recommended acquisition of an interim

trip wire mine in order to provide an earlier operational capability. If

this project was approved by I May, the first production articles could be

available in January 196?. The first wire mines in their final configuration

could be ready as early as April 196?. He suggested fiscal year 1966

expenditures of $11, 739, 000.

trnFn* In the case of -the anti-tank land mine, he proposed 1966

funding of $1.25 million for long lead time tooling to form a production base

for 45,000 mines (1,500 dispensers) per month for the initial deliveries in

March 1967.

(1ffi Secretary Brown asked OSD for an early decision on his

proposal, declaring that "any further delay in these programs will result

in at least an equal slippage in initial operational capability for all three

26
mines. " The next day, 29 April 1966, Secretary Vance approved the

programs. 27
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@} Still another anti-vehicle mine under devefopment--which

would replace the MLU-10/B--was the BLU Bl/Il, an gO0-pound blunt nose

mine, employing the FMU-3O/B electronic fuze, also under development,

which would detonate on a pressure signal from passing vehicles. This

fuze would self-destruct the BLU-Bf/B in approximately gb hours if no

vehicle passed. Advantages of the BLU-gl/B included a small entry

signature on penetration. It was effective not only against trucks and jeeps,

but also against tanks and locomotives. It was scheduled for combat use
28by late 1968.

Effl Other advanced fuzes under development for the Air Force

by the end of 1967 were the FMU-56/8, a high altitude electronic proximity

fuze for the CBU-24/49 bombs; the FMU-5?/8, another electronic proximity

fuze for use with general purpose bombs; and the FMU-35/A tong delay

fuze which was used in southeast Asia beginning in December 196?. The

FMU-5?/8, scheduled for employment by February 1g68, was designed for
29

low altitude delivery against soft targets.
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ill*,i
v. NIGHT AND ALL-WEATHER OPERATTONS AND RECONNAISSANCE

glNogreaterR&DchallengefacedtheAirForceinSoutheast

Asia than that involving night and all-weather operations. When it found

itself engaged in major air activities in Vietnam and Laos in early 1965' the

Air Force had neither adequate equipment nor devices to effectively conduct

such operations. The result was that the enemy enjoyed relative freedom

of movement at night and during bad weather, at least up to mid-1966. 
*

(8{|r6qt' Recognizing the problem, the Air Force beginning in 1965

initiated a. series of R&D projects to upgrade its night operations in t}te

theater. The goal was to develop better night bombing control facilities

and procedures, improve circular error probables (CEPrs), and acquire a

variety of equipment to help pilots to locate the enemy under conditions of

darkness and poor weatfrer. Iligh priority was placed on improving night

armed reconnaiss"rr."* (greatly enhanced with deployment of the RF-4C to

ttre theater) and intruder/interdiction mission". 
1

(|hF|lil Unfortunately, the acquisition of necessary t'black boxtt

equipment to hit the enemy with air-to-ground weapons accurately and

around the clock proved time-consuming. Even by 196?, progress with

regard to operations in the hostile north had been slow. Maj. Gen. .{. J.

Eva3s, Jr., USAF Director of Development, observed in March 1967 that

@bini, former Deputy DDR&E, reflecting on the
Vietnam war, said in September 196?: t'Where is he (the enemy)? Where
are his mines and booby- traps ? wtrere is his camp ? where does he go

at night? I and others failed to recogirize the importance of these
questions back in 1964 and 1965. " [Quoted itt @ -Wk & Space T""h--
nology 4 Sep 67' p 191

+ The great majority of night operations over North vietnarn were
classified as armed reconnaissance missions.
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the "R&D community has been made well aware of night/all-weattrer limita-

tions and the severe constraints placed on tactics and techniques by such

problems as night navigation, target detection, target marking, weapons

delivery accuracy and poor attack assessment. tr2

Jxtrllr The director noted that 92 percent of UsAF night missions

over North vietnam had been flown by F-4's and that 70 percent of the

bomb damage had been unobserved because of navigational and visibility

limitations. And yet, with respect to tactical night RDT&E' the main

thrust was to develop and test hardware primarily for use at low speeds

and altitudes in the permissive, in-country environment of Soutb Vletnam'

ttwe have not solved, tt General Evans stated, ttthe problem of improved

combat effectiveness at night and reduced attrition in an exacting hostile

environment.'t He noted t1.at funding for major R&D items in fiscal year

196? totaled $?? million, which he felt was inadequate' 
3

MsQ-?? "Cp''''ba!. skv E!"
ffi In 1966, among the remedies employed to ameliorate the

situation was ttre MSQ-?? t'Combat Sky Spot, t' a van-mounted precision

radar (previously designated tJle MSQ-35) designed as a training aid some

15 years ago. As the MsQ-35 van,mounted radar set, it was originally

used by the strategie Air Command to score simulated bombing during

training missions. The MSQ-35 computer was programmed with the

ballistics of the weapon designated for simulated release. After indicating

aircraft speed, altitude, and track at the instant of release by radar, the
4

precise simulated ground zero point could be calculated by the set'

{ffi By reversing this procedure, the MSQ-35 operator could

guide the pilot by voice command to a pre-determined release point and on
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the operatorts voice countdown the pilot manually released the bomb.

Maximum range was originally about 100 NM, but the tracking radar was

modified to extend it to approximately 200 NM. In late 1965 and early

1966, F-100 aircraft tests at Matagorda Island showed a CEP of 486 feet

at 44 NM and 60? feet at 94.6 NM. After additional testing and equipment

modificatioo, th€ Air Force deployed the first MSQ-?? Sky Spot to Bien

Hoa in March 1966. Four other sets were subsequently sent to Pleiku,

Nakhon Phanom, Dong Ha, and Dalat. 
* 

A" a result, improved coverage

was provided for Air l'orce, Navy, and Marine aircraft over South Vietnam

and Laos as well as large parts of North Vietnam and pilots were able to

increase the pressure on the enemy around the clock and in adverse *".U."..5

(STheintroductionoftheMSQ-??alongwiththeTactica1Air

Control System (TACS)--which provided a link between ground troops and

supporting aircraft--helped improve close air support during 1966. AJter

forward air controllers (FACts) were equipped w'ith the X-band beacon which

enabled them to pinpoint better the positions of ground forces, t"here was a

further increiase in close air support effectiveness. Modifications to F-105

and F-4C radar led ,to additional improvements in the Air Forcers ability fo
6

support ground forces in poor weather.

tFByMarchI96?,rnorethan15,000sortieshadbeencontrolled

by Sky Spot at night and under poor weather conditions. On several occasions

reters to U. S. fo""u". 7

* On I November 196?, another MSQ-?? became operational in Laos, but
it was destroyed by the enemy in March 1968. (DJSM-SO0-68 (TS ), Memo
for DDR&E, CSAF, CNO, et al, 28 June 68, subj: Update of the NIGHT
SONG Study).
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Operation Shed Light

;fru Troubled by inability to interdict the increasing night infiltra-

tion of enemy troops and equipment, the Air Force in early 1966 established

Operation "Shed Light,'r a high priority program aimed at acquiring a much

improved night air strike capability. The first phase of this program

investigated the major night and all-weather operational deficiencies and ttren

proposed solutions which would produce major improvements at an early date.

The second phase was planned as a concerted drive to follow up on these

recommendations. The Air Force hoped to upgrade substantially the night

air campaign by improving sensors, airborne illumination, command and

control, guidance, etc., and by accelerating the flow of new equipment into

the operational i.nventories. USAF planners believed that Shed Light analysis
I

would also enhance daylight operations.

ffi The study phase was undertaken by a group within the Office

of the USAF Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development, during 7

February-5 March 1966. Primary night strike deficiencies were identified

to be inadequate navigation, inability to find and see targets, and unsatisfactory

combat CEP's. The study group decideit *rat current R&D programs provided

a substantial base from which to expand the Air Force effort and that some

improvements--primarily in terrain illumination and use of ground radars--

could be made within a year. Within three-to-seven years it anticipated

that significant improvements could be realized which would transform USAF

Inight operations.

H A strong USAF RDT&E program was recommended which

would lead to development of better target marking eguipment, new sensors

and sensor displays, a foliage penetration device, improved navigation
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systems such as Loran D,

new illuminators, improved

night attack weapon system.

night operational equipment

0-1 Years

Flares /floodlights
Ground radar
Strike aircraft with

beacons

FIares /floodlight
and day strike aircraft

rffi,ft3tt

Doppler inertial Loran, and ground

visual weapon delivery, and a new

The study group projected future
10

as follows:

l-3 Years

Preplanni:d Interdiction

Loran D in strike &
reconn aircraft

I-oran D weapon delivery
Zuni flares

Armed Reconnaissance

C-123 | C-L30 with floodlights,
night sensors & improved
day strike aircraft

Night attack and C-130 Black
Spot (Self-contained)

RF-4C (Hunter)

Close Support

FAC with laser illurninator
and strike aircraft with
sensors

FAC with offset beacon and
strike aircraft with radar

Improved illumination

radio directors,

self-contained

acquisition of

3-7 Years

New Self-contained
night attack system

New Self-contained
system as above

RF-ill (Hunter)

New Self-contained
system as above

ffil orr 1? March 1966, General Blanchard, Vice Chief of Staff,

formally establ.ished Shed Light as a USAF program. AFSC subsequently

was asked to prepare a prelimihary package plan which identified areas in

which the study's recommendations could be implemented and to submit

additional recommendations. Received on 9 June 1966, tJle plan was reviewed

and approved by Secretary Brown and General McConnell. They directed the

Air Staff to proceed as rapidly as posssible. A sum of $15.15 million

in R&D funds and $8.1 million in modification and procurement monies were
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spent on the program in fiscal year 1966. In fiscal year 1967, expenditures

were increased to $46.9 million for R&D and $34 million for modification
1l

and procurernent.

ffi Within Headquarters USAF, a Shed Light offiee was established

under General Evans, the Director for Development. AFSC was made respon-

sible for planning, programming, and carrying out research and development,

with the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,

designated as the t'lead,division.tt At AFSC headguarters, the Assistant for

Limited War, DCS/Systems, was assigned the primary responsibility for Shed

T2
Light affairs. By February 1967, some 65 Shed Light projects had begun

and by early 1968 the total had cli.mbed to more than one hundred. The

evolving technology supported a number of aircraft prototype system projects,

such as Tropi.c Moon I, II, and III, the so-called ttHuntertt programs, and

others (see below). 
13

Sensor Development

m The heart of the Sred Ijght project was the effort to improve

sensor and illuminator devices so that the Air Force might have real-time*

radar and target marking for night and interdiction operations. Although

radar systems could detect targets moving as slow as three or four miles

an hour and under rainy conditions, forward-and-side-looking radar and low

light level television (LLLTV)--which would enable an aircraft crew to see

targets covertly under starlight conditions or better--were considered

essential. In this connection, development of laser equipment had progressed

sufficiently so that line scanners could be placed into production by 196?

x Real-time was defined as the absence of delay in acquisition, transmission,
and reception of data.
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and rangers, designators, aod seekers could be tested. An "eyeglasstt

optical viewer also was being acquired which provided improved angular

resolution and ttfield of viewt' under starlight conditions.14

g) Since finding and marking'ef targets was basic to the control

of an entire operationr and because tJle Air Force recognized the fundamental

importance of obtaining real-time data for its interdiction operations, a

number of first-generation protot;rye projects were given special emphasis

as part of Operation Shed Light. One of the most important of these was

the battlefield illumination airborne system (BIAS), a real-time reconnaissance

and illumination unit which included Xenon arc lamps, downward-looking infra-

red and forward-looking radar with moving target indicator (MTI). The Xenon

light units had originally been mounted in a C-123 and by late 1967 two C-l30ts

with double fuselage pods were undergoing tests in South Vietnam. From

12' 000 feet altitude, the 5,500-pound system could provide illumination four
15

times brighter than full moonlight over a circle two miles across.

5Ff The BIAS-Hunter I project evolved from a combination of

SEAORTg #50 (which described the requirement for the battlefield illumination

airborne system) and #154 (designed to provide near real-time reconnaissance).

In 1967, a protot;pe C-130 was being equipped to satisfy both SEAORIs.

Eventually, 1l of these BIAS-Hunter RC-130S aircraft would be available, eight

for deplo;rment to the theater a^nd three for support, training, and attrition.
16

Delivery was scheduled for February 1969.

dH) Another Shed Light program, "Lonesome Tigerj' featured

an A-264 equipped with a forward-looking infrared radar (FLIR) unit for

"first pass" night target detection. This project wa6 completed in July lg6?,

but the detection ranges proved inadequate. The equipment was then
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transferred to Gunship II following the successful use of forward-Iooking

apparatus in a Gunship II c-130A test plane. complementing FLIR, and

perhaps even more effective in detecting truek movement at night, was the

low light level television sensor. The Air Force included LLLTV equipment

in several test projects. A multiple sensor (automatic rseapon delivery)

night attack program ("Black spott') began field tests in the spring of 196?

with two C-123K aircraft equipped with LLLTV, FLIR, radar (MTI), and

laser ranging. An AM/FM clutter suppression apparatus was also installed.

These sensors were combined with two analog computers and a Hayes cannister

dispensing system to provide an integrated night attack ability. The objective

of Black Spot was the detection and destruction of the enemyrs night resupply

operations. one of the c-123K's also possessed a ,,Black crow,, subsystem.*

Engineering tests began with these aircraft in October and November lg6?;

they were scheduled to be deployed to the theater in June 1968 for six months.

of combat 
"rr"lrr.tior. 

l7

Ormt Low light level television sensors also were used by the

Air Force in tts "Tropic Moon I and II" projects. Two Dalmo-victor LLLTV

systems were obtained for Tropic Moon I A-lE aircraft. Ttrese sets were

designed to acquire.targets under quarter moonUght conditions in low threat

areas. Tropic Moon II featured three B-b?'s equipped with pod-mounted

westinghouse LLLTV. These deployed on 6 Deeember 196? to plran Rang AB,

South Vietnam for combat evaluation, scheduled for February-June 196g.

Ni8ht strike/reconnaissance operations utilizing startght were to be eonducted

at altitudes of 1,500-3,500 feet at speeds of Bb0-400 knots.

x The Black Crow sensor was a sensitive narrow band super-heterodJrne
receiver which could pick up electronic ttnoise" emitted from vehicle ignition
systems, generators, strobe light dischargers, radar, etc.
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0A Tropic Moon III was a project involving 16 B-5?G's equipped

with radar (moving target indicator), FLIR, LLLTV (improved over the

Tropic Moon II system) and IR high resolution sensors with a digital computer

system for better target detection, tracking, and weapons delivery. Tropic

Moon III was expected to be especially effective against vehicles on the

supply routes in North Vietnam and Laos during darkness' The program was

approved by Headquarters usAF in late 196? and by osD on 24 February 1968'

18

The estimated operational date for Tropic Moon III was late 1969.

(ffi As part of Shed Light, the Air Force gave priority to acquisi-

tion of a low speed "self-contained night attack (SCNA) aircraft. "* Planned

as an integrated weapon system for night attack search-fix-kill tactics, the

aircraft was to include LLLTV as the primary sensor with a laser ranger

and automatic weapons delivery. on 12 June 196?, the Air Force signed a

Ietter contract with the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation for two

SCNA prototypes (modification of the Navyrs S-2) with an option to buy 12

production versions. Total fiscal year 196? funding for the SCNA was

$15.2 million. In late 196?, however, because of the large increase in funds

required to support this project into 1968, Headquarters usAF decided to
19

terminate it and on 12 January 1968 the scNA was cancelled.

@en. William Momyer, Seventh Air Force Commander,
did not support this program, emphasizing instead the need f<ir high perform-
ance aircraft for outlcountry operations. In supporting SCNA, Headquarters
USAF stressed that a low speed aircraft could detect vehicles now on LOCts

with a high ki1l probability. For some time to come, low speed aircraft
would detect smaller targets at lower light levels than high speed aircraft'
For the near future (t}-il months), then, Headquarters USAI' argued for the

s-zc SCNA as a major contribution toward improving night attack operations'

lDir/Dev Staff Study (S), 26 Jan 6?, subj: Self-Contained Night Attack
Aircraft (Shed Light).l
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crffi In 196?, the Air Force also continued studies bf a night 
::,

forward air control (NIFAC) aircraft. A NIFAC test program' using ttre

o-2A aircraft, began in July 196? and was completed in November. Deploy-

ment of four o-2Ats was schedule.d for February 1968. Also, ov-10 aircraft

night avionics was studied but because of the high cost of the program, work

on a formulation package was delayed in December 1967. These systems,

which were expected to improve significantly night forward air controller

operations, incorporated a high resolution direct viewing device with excellent

20
optics and a large intensifier tube.

Laser DeveloPment

(:ffi In connection with FAC operations, SEAOR #57 ' 14 September

1966, established a requirement for a laser target designator system which

would be used by the airborne controller in concert with strike aircraft'

since target marking with smoke and flares warned off the €o€mlr the Air

Force was greatly interested in developing an image-stabilized laser target

designator, to be installed in the FAC's O-2A aircraft to accurately and

covertly mark the target. A pod-mounted laser seeker v,rhich locked-on the

energy return of the marked target would be camied aboard strike aircraft'

In December 196?, after the first proto{pe laser designator system developed

under Project ttPave Lightt' waq delivered, the Air Force decided to use two

o-2A FAC planes and four F-100 strike aircraft to test and evaluate the

equipment. ALso, in Qctober 196?, it let a contract for design and fabrication

of a stabilized laser illuminator which would allow accurate target designa-

tion from a high altitude at high speeds. This equipment would be tested in

2T
an F-4C.
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ffi;6 Support for these Shed Light programs was reiterated during

a 19-21 Octoben 1967 CINCPAC Target Acquisition Conference attended by

representatives of the services, OSD, JCS, and ARPA. The conferees con-

cluded that the development of night sensors should be continued and that the

Tropic Moon I and tr, Black Spot, and BIAS-Hunter configurations should be

accelerated. They also supported the Hunter-Illuminator (Hunter II C-130)

project and studies of the so-called "High Threat Hunter, " an RF-4C

designed to provide targeting information in near real-time and support target

acquisition and strike operations against mobile and fleeting targets. The

Hunter II C-130 would team up with a "killer" aircraft. A Hunter II configura-
22

tion study was completed on lB December 1967.

Development of the Gunship

(lfit The development of the Air Forcers side-firing gunships,

which began with the conversion of the old C-47 to the AC-47 gunship, was

based on the evolution of the MXU-470 7.62-rnrn minigun and the M-61

20-mm rapid-fire Vulcan cannon from the basic gatling gun. Each of these

weapons--modified for side-firing--could fire 6,000 rounds per minute. Thus,

the use of USAF gunships in Vietnam could be traced to a combination of
23

new weapons adapted to old aircraft and matched to new tactics.

tfffi1 The AC-4? ("Puff, the Magic Dragon") employed these side-

firing mini-guns in attacking ground targets while the aircraft was in a

pylon turn, giving the gunner a relatively stable view of the target. Initial

tests at Eglin AFB ln 1964 and operational tests in Vietnam in early 1965

demonstrated that flying 3, 500 feet above the range of most ground fire

and lighting the target with flares, the AC-4? could be very effective attacking
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the enemy in the vicinity of villages and hamlets. Because the early gun pods

used on the AC-4? gunship took up too much space, modules were developed

which provided more room and made it easier for the crew to service the

24
guns in the air.

re AC-4?'s were deployed to Thailand as well as to

South Vietnam. From Nakhon Phanom and Udorn ABrs in Thailand these gun-

ships were used to strike targets in Laos. Overall, they performed very

effectively and showed that a combination of the new and the old could adapt
25

to the Southeast Asian environment.

ffffi) So successful were the AC-4?'s that t].e Air Force decided

to configure and deploy improved follow-on grnships. Gunship II, the c-130A

tactical transport that the Air Force selected as a follow-on to the AC-47'

was equipped with BIAS, four ?.62-mm miniguns and four 20-mm cannons

(gatling guns). It also possessed three sensors (night observation device'

side-looking radar, and SLIR), flare launcher, and a flare control system'

As of December 196?, the Air Force planned to modify seven c-l3OArs to

the Gunship II AC-130A configuration (in addition to the one already modified)'

They were expected to provide a much improved ability to attack the enemyrs

LOCts and support friendly ground forces' Theater evaluation of the one

AC-130A--including close support missions in south Vietnam and interdiction
26

in southern Laos--was successfully completed in December 196?'

ffi6 Since the Air Force did not have sufficient C-130rs to meet

all its gUnship needs, Secretary Brown approved modification of C-119K and

G models to the gunship configuration. These aircraft were to be equipped

wi.th the same kind of guns and sensors as the AC-130. A contract for their

modification was awarded to Fairchild Hiller in early 1968. The AC-119Grs
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were to deploy to Southeast Asia in the first quarter and the AC-ll9K's

in the second quarter of fiscal yea" 1969.2?

"@b.l T.".g"J" and Improved CEp's

(fGftnnfit In March lg6?, General McConnell set up a

special usAF task force to examine all aspects of al1-weather bombing.

Nicknamed "Combat Target, " this task force was directed to submit

recommendations to improve usAF all-weather bombing during 1968-?0 as

well as over a longer period. The group completed its work in October.

In its report it noted that the criteria for delineating adequate conditions

for visual dive bombing were 10, 000 feet ceiling and a visibil.ity of five

miles. However, weather conditions over North vietnam--according to an

earlier USAF study--were worse than this about 59 percent of the time.

PACAF data indicated that, in the six-month period between November 1966

and April 1967, more than 50 percent of sorties reported ineffective had

been diverted for reasons of w.ath.".2B

(WlllUnuffi) to improve operations under these adverse weather

conditions, the task force recommended that deployment of F-4Dts be

continued; the F-105 be modified for radar level bombing; the MSQ-??

Combat Sky Spot radar be sited so as to include coverage of Hanoi and part

of the Haiphong area; the T-Stick II/Loran':' program be accelerated; and

six F-111Ats--which were con-figured to operate in bad weather--be sent to

'l' Long-range navigation.
tion of the F-105 bombi.ng
Julv 1966.

The T-Stick II/Loran program involved modifica-
system to improve CEPrs. It was established in
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Southeast Asia in January 1968. It further recommended that atl of these

programs be pursued on a priority basis. For the longer term, the task

force proposed that a combat cEP of 200 feet or less be established as a

criterion for nonnuclear all-weather bombing systems.

n@il)ttretaskforcenotedthatdespitethefactthatthe

requirement for precision bombing in adverse weather had been recognized

for years, the Air Force had never accorded it sufficient priority. Existing

tactical aircraft--including tle F-lll--lacked one or more of the key elements

needed for an all-weather system. As far as the CEP requirement of 200

feet was concerned, usAF equipment in use in late 1967--or programmed for

all-weather bombing--would not provide the necessary precision. An adequate

all-weather bombing radar system required high radar resolution, navigational

accuracy of a high order, muttiple offset aiming point equipment, and an

accurate "continuous solution" bombing 
"o*prr,".. 

29

Ctdes*lfi Deployment of the Loran system mentioned above--and its

integration with the modified F-105 bombing system--followed developmental

testing in 1965 when the Air Force decided to combine Loran-D receivers in

fighter and reconnaissance planes with a Loran-C ground network. It hoped

that a Loran-C/D system would provide the desired coverage at night and in

poor weather while also improving the effectiveness of electronic photo and

visual reconnaissance missions. The greater navigational accuracy of

Loran-C/D would help pilots not only to fly to and from targets, but also

to avoid SAMrs and the enemyrs air defense radar. The Air Forcb estimated

the installation of the Loran-C/D network would cost approximately g2B

million while procurement and installation of more than 300 airborne Loran-D

systems would require about $20 million. In addition to the receiver (the
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same as the Loran-c AN/ARN-?8 receiver), the Loran-D navigation set

included a computerr rrr&p display, and instrument display coupler. This

provided direct readout of pilot data, includi.ng the course and distance to

any target, cross-steering correction, present position, and continuous
30

map position.

(|l|Il Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance on 1B November 196b,

approved the installation work and the deployment of the Loran-c/D

system. The Air Force Logistics Command published an implementation

plan on 11 March 1966 and Headquarters usAF approved it on 16 June.

some five months later, on 28 october, the Loran-c chain became opera-

tional in southeast Asia. Also, under project "seek p1ace" (formerly

"Razor Clamtt), the Air Force on 4 November awarded a contract to

International Telephone and Telegraph (IT&T) for 200 Loran-C/D receivers.

These were scheduled to be installed in 32 RF-4c aircraft; 6b F-4c's;

20 RF-101rs; l8 EB-66's; and 65 F-105's. Interconnection with the T-Stick

II* system in the F-105 was planned, even though delivery postponements

and funding difficulties delayed installation work. six T-stick II/Loran-D

F-105rs were scheduled to become operational in southeast Asia by

December 1968 with the modification work on 6b F-105's slated fo be
31

finished in early 1969.

Reconnaissance Systems+

(F An important aspect of the USAF research and clevelop-

ment program for Southeast Asia was a multi-faceted effort to imorove

* Actually "Thunderstiek
+ Material pertaining to
"Countering the NVN Air

II.,'
reconnaissance is
Defense System. t'

also found in Chapter III,
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tactical reconnaissance. one project evoLved from an ARPA reconnaissance

test program in the summer of Ig65 which used an infrared-equipped c-4?

flying over targets in Thailand. These flights indicated that the normal

operating altitude for IR night reconnaissance .was 2,000-3,000 feet. Late

in 1965, following the ARpA tests, MAcv requested--and the Joint chiefs

of Staff approved--a project ("Dark Eagle'r) aimed at improving IR

imagery techniques to insure that the experience gained in Thailand would

be apptied to reconnaissance over Vietnam. In addition, Dark Eagre

evaluated side-looking radar (sLR) for tactical reconnais""rr"". t'

(lll Forowing arrival of a usAF on-site assistance team at

Tan son Nhut in April 1966, the Air Force agreed to take contror of the

entire ARPA program. It redesignated the program "Compass Eag1e',

and in July 1966 began a series of tests using an RB-b? equipped with an

AAS-18 IR scanner. The objectives were to improve IR imagery and sLR

interpretation' develop IR, photo, and SLR interpretation keys for Southeast

Asia, demonstrate the operational value of magnetic tape-recorded IR data,

and provide operational feedback to the R&D community on imagery inter-
pretation and intelligence extraction probrems. In early rg6?, General

Mcconnell approved a one-year extension of compass Eagle and continued

expansion of the in-country data base. usAF plans called for using the

AAS-18 IR scanner with the moagnetic tape recorder as a pathfinder supporting

RB-57 real-time acquisition.

(rnn on 26 April 196?, Dr.. Foster, DDR&E, in a memorandum

to the Air Force, observed that compass Eagle was leading to "marked

technical improvements in the target-finding anility bf infrared and photo-

graphic sensors. " citing the use of the AAS-18 scanner with magnetic tape
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recorder along with aerial cameras, Dr. Foster said that the two-milliradian

resolution provided by the AAS-18 was a significant improvement over the

five-milliradian resolution produced by the same scanner in the RF-4C.
34

Compass Eagle, he said, had shown:

l. The potential of extracting meaningful targeting information
from previously flown and available infrared and photo-
graphic imagery which was demonstrated by a cooperative
effort with an Army field team which located a VC camp
area not previously known.

2. By using a previously prepared data base, a greater amount
of intelligence was extracted from infrared and photographic
reconnaissance during initial interpretation.

3. The AAS-18 IR scanner with tape recording and playback
exhibited promise of extending the limited range of targets
presently detected on IR imagery.

(n Although Dr. Foster felt that the program had produced

valuable information and useful techniques, he expressed concern that the

results of these early tests might not have been incorporated into USAF

reconnaissance operations in South Vietnam. He suggested that a

special unit might be established to operate several especially equipped

aircraft and a ground exploitation center. Another possibility would be

to retrofit AAS-18 scanners in the field with magnetic tape recorders

while simultaneously equipping interpretation centers with new exploita-

tion techniques and apparatus. observing that "we should treat with

the utmost urgency the necessity to incorporate R&D results into our

operating capabilities, " Foster asked what plans the Air Force had to

take advantage of the Compass Eagle results in Vi.trr.rrr.35

(ll|I} On 3 May Mr. Hary Davis, Deputy Assistant Secretary

of the Air Force (R&DI suggested to the vice Chief of staff, Gen. Bruce

K. Holloway, that the Air Force consider sending more USAF support to
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field uni.ts in Vietnam and take steps to insure that its immediate photo

intelligence report (IPIR) provided information of direct value to field units.

He further proposed the Air Force prepare a satisfactory data base of

selected areas of South Vietnam for the use of photo interpreters and foster a

closer working relationship between interpreters and users. If this was done,

during 196? it should be possible to convert much of the R&D effort to direct

operational support, thereby reflecting a substantial improvement in USAF

36
night attack operations.

ffi) In replying to Dr. Fosterrs query, Mr. Davis advised that

the Air Staff had "been foltrowing closely the evaluation of the magnetic tape

recordertt mentioned by the defense research director and was stressing the

need for more sophisticated reconnaissa.nce sensors and a system for deriving

critical intelligence rapi.dly from raw data. . Steps had already been taken to

assess the compatibility of the magnetic tape reeorder system with the

improved RS-10 IR sensor being installed in four RB-57 Rivet Lock aircraft.

If this proved successful, the kind of special operational unit discu3sed by

the DDR&E could then be organized. As far as the R&D impaet on opera-

tions was concerned, Mr. Davis observed that the Air Forcets 13th Recon-

naissance Technical Squadron (RTS) had been providing imagery interpretation

and MACVTs Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam (CICV) had prepared

data bases for operational planning and targeting. But, he Said, there was

no Air Force organization or system to monitor and update data bases by

area or to follow up on ehanges and areas of interest detected on recon-

naissance imagery. t'It is believed, " he said, t'that fiUing this gap in

exploitation will require a thorough evaluation of organization, responsibilities,

operations and capabilities of MACV, Air Force and Army intelligence units

supporting in-country operations. "3?'ffi
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Fl In late 1g6?, the Air Force planned to use the uSAF
compass Eagle team to provide inteligence interpretation support for such
operations as the location of viet cong mortar and rocket emplacements to
support base security operations' interdiction, and the location of vc train-
ing and staging areas. Interpretation techniques would also be developed

for sLR, IR, and other sensors schedured for the field. Also, the AAS-18

ground tape enhancement device at ran Son Nhut wourd be repraced with
a higher resolution RS-10.38

DeploJrment € th" RF-4C

tlrrrr$ In 1965, the need for an arl-weather high-resorution radar
reconnaissance system became crear to the Air Force concomitant w-ith

the burgeoning SAM threat over North vietnam. At the time, however, t}re

Air Force did not possess an operational hlgh-resolution system for locating
sA-2 installations. It did have RF-4crs and decided to accererate their
deployment to southeast Asia. Nine multi-sensor tactical reconnaissance

RF-4cts amived in the theater in November lg6b and nine more followed in
December. By october 1966, the r6th and 12th Tacticar Reconnaissance

squadrons (TRs) (rs uE) were at ran son Nhut and the llth rRS (24 uE)
was stationed at udorn AB, Thaitand. These aircraft were equipped with
forward-looking and side-rooking radar. They provided the Air Force its
first.operational multi-sensor day/night all-weattrer tactical reconnaissance

39
capability.

(ltll) The APQ-102 side-rooking radar was instalred in every
other RF-4c' providing observation and recording out to r0 miles on each
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side of the flight path or to 20 miles on one side only. 
o 

Th" planes also

carried the LN-12 inertial navigation subsystem and a binary code data

annotation subsystem which correlated radar pictures with geographical

coordinates. Despite these devices and systems, several weaknesses

existed which made the RF-4C less than the ideal system. The original

RF-4C sensor package had been designed for the early 1960's and, in order

to effectively employ this aircraft in Southeast Asia, it became necessary to

add new sensors to insure survivability and permit the acquisition of

precise targets on the required sca1e.

(Lbi Reliability of RF-4C equipment also became a problem as,

for example, in the case of cameras (KS-72, KA-55) and the AAS-18 IR

reconnaissance set. In addition, it was still necessary to fly at relatively

low altitudes with the AAS-18 in order to obtain adequate resolution. The

LN-12 navigation apparatus did not provide the accuracy required for com-

prehensive area coverage and the APQ-102 SLR could not penetrate foliage

where auxiliary SA-2ts were often located. Also, real-time data transmission

and automated processing equipment for analysis and target identification

were not available. To overcome these weaknesses, the Air Force initiated

a number of projects to develop advanced detectors, optics, and recorders,

and began eng'ineering development of laser line scan cameras to obtain

imagery similar to night tactical photography without the use of flash rrrrit".40

ROC For High Reso]gllgg

ft|fr|| Despite its belated acquisition of

cameras and low light level viewing devices--aII

Radar

IR, laseq, and photograPhic

of which could detect most

@tober1966,theAPQ-102hadbeenusedinfrequent1y
in the theater.
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tactical targets during clear weather--the Air Force still did not have the

ability to obtain images and data through clouds or heavy precipitation.

Existing reconnaissance radar equipment could penetrate weather to

a degree, but the resolution was not high enough to detect and identify
41tactical size targets (for example, trucks, jeeps, and tanks).

(lHf$ To alleviate this problem, the Air Force in earlv lg68

drew up a required operational capability paper for a very high resorution

radar system which would acquire, record, process, and provide immediate

reporting of--and data Link transmission of--imagery of tactical size targets

under all weather .conditions. The following specific capabilities were
42

required:

l. Breakout and recognition of tactical size targets.

2. operation from altitudes of b00-60,000 feet throughout the
speed range of tactical reconnaissance aircraft.

3. A ground map swath width of at reast five miles (10 miles
desired) at low altitudes and 20 miles (30 miles desired)
at high altitudes on either side of the aircraft.

4. A minimum 30-mile (60-mire desired) reconnaissance
stand-off capability from 40,000 feet AGL.

5. Simultaneous moving target indication (MTI) and ground
mapping. MTI must be capable of detecting movement
of tactical targets traveling at ar1 speeds above three
miles per hour.

6. A means to automaticalry annotate the film when targets
of special interest are detected.

(W Air Force plans to acquire a high resolution radar system

included a first phase comprising a class v modification of the Ape-102

radar. In a second phase, the Air Force planned to initiate an advanced

engineering development program which would satisfy the tacticar

* The basic APQ-102 did not have sufficient resolution.
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reconnaissance /intelligence requirements of

system would include both side and forward

the post-I973 time period.

looking 
""n"o"". 

n3

The

Conclusions

Fm Despite the emphasis praced on rimited war doctrine and

systems development in 196I by the Kennedy administration, it took more

than five years for this concern to be translated into substantial weapons

and munitions procurement with its concomitant effect on combat operations

in vietnam. Even in tlre early fall of 196?, Dr. Foster, DDR&E, pointedly

stated that I'our inability to counteract infiltration has emerged from this

war as a serious deficiency. t' Not only were u. s. forces faced with the

problem of restricti.ng the flow of men and materiel into south Vietnam,

said Dr. Foster, but they should also be able to monitor and control this

infiltration. The I'extreme difficultyt' in doing this clearly required better

equipment to help locate and accurately hit the enemyrs Locrs, especially

in darkness and unfavorable *u"th"".45

(wonthissamepoint,aRandCorporationstudystatedthat

the southeast Asia experience had shown, as did the Korean conflict, that

air interdiction campaigns against a determi.ned and clever
enemy. .. are not going to be successful. until suitable
equipment for spotting mobile targets at night and for
delivering weapons on targets (both fixed and mobile) with
a high accuracy is installed in tactical strike aircraft.
The major shorteomings demonstrated in out-country
operations are primarily associated with air_to_ground
delivery accuracy. . .. Interdiction operations against tJle
Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos have been hampered by the
lack of sui.tabre night-seeing devices tied to an adequate
weapon- delivery system.

46
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tf|||| Secretary Brown agreed,

of air power in interdicting small fLows of

been demonstrated. t' Ife noted, however,

more efficient in its interdiction effort as

introduction of important new equipment in
47

significant improvement.

observing that "the limitations

people and materiel have again

that the Air Force was becoming

time went on and that, with the

1968 and 1969, there would be

t*TheAirForceSecretarywasparticu1ar1yhopefu1fora
t'good interdiction campaignt' in the Laotian and North Vietnamese pan-

handles because of improved tactics, new equipment, and better analysis.

ttwhen similar interdiction lvas tried in the past,tt he said, ttone or more

of these factors was lacking. I' During 1968-69, he looked to the following

improvements to enhance substantially USAF interdiction: (1) better all-

weather and night equi"pment on a variety of aircraft; (2) improved

ordnance for F-4's and F-105's for striking roads and trucks; (3) more

AC-130 gunships; (4) widespread use of night vision devicesi (5) intro-

duction of Tropic Moon A-lrs; and (6) continual improvement of the

"Muscle Shoalst' syste-o which provided information about enemy truck

movement patterns and individual truck convoys.

tlf*n originally, Muscle Shoals had been expected to provide

data on convoys, but in practice it proved to be more effective in uncoVer-

ing general movement patterns. Thus, USAF planners could establish

speeific choke points for road interdiction followed by attacks on trucks

behind that point. Muscle Shoals was to become an important system

which enabled the Air Force to predict where enemy truck traffic was

likely to be in the future.48

* See Wolk,
Southeast Asia

USAF Plans &

@ ctr'pt&
$]!g!q, t+gtsti"s_ & Base Construction in
rVl.--.-Tnu Et-hfitt""uitt WeE-- -
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SEA, Part IV, R&D Opl Tests; Rprt (S), 9 Jul 6b, Conf at Hq USAF,
2-4 Jun 65.

20. I!ig.
2I. lb:5!; DCS/R&D Staff Rprt (C), Apr 68, subj: SEAOR Status.

22. Dir/P1ans staff study (s), 2l Apr 66, subj: Review of uSAF Activities in
SEA, Part IV, R&D OpI Tests.

23. Staff Study (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Mar 66, subj: R&D Exploitation
for SEA Support.

24. Ltr (C), Dr. Ilarold Brown, DDR&E to CJCS, Asst Svs Secys (R&D),
29 Jul 65, subj: Special RDT&E Efforts in Support of VietnamOps.

25. Memo (c), Dr. Thomas P. cheatham, Dep DDR&E (Tactical warfare
Programs) to DCS/R&D, et al 2 Aug 6b, subj: policies and procedures to
Provide RDT&E ResponseToTqmts and rech probrems of vietnam ops;
Staff study (s), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Mar 66, subj: R&D Exploitation for
Sea Support.

26. DCSi R&D Staff Study (C), 11 Jan 68, subj: AF PROVOST Funding.

27. I!lg.
28. Staff Study (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Mar 66, subj: R&D Exploitation for

SEA Support; Air War College Rprt #2614, by Lt Col M. J. Hegerle, Apr 69,
subj: Analysis & Evaluation of R&D Support for Out-Country Air Ops.

1n

1n

1n
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1.

Memo (C), Mr Leonard Sullivan, Jr., Dep Dir for SEA.Matters,
DDR&E to Members of Senior PROVOST Steering Gp, 26 Sep 66,
subj: Introduction of New Equipment td SEA for Test or First Opl
Use.

Hq USAF Dev Directive #216 (U), 26 Aug 68, subj: Directorate of
Teeh Applications for SEA.

I!i9; Air War College Rprt #3614, by Lt Col M. J. Hegerle, Apr 68;
subj: Analysis &. Evaluation of R&D Support for Out-Country Air OpS.

DCS/R&D Staff Study (U), JuI 6?, subj: Directorate of Tech Appli-
cations for SEA.

Chapter III

JCS Night Song Study Gp Rprt, VoI I, 30 Mar 6?, subj: An Exam
of U. S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys; Memo (TS[ SAF
to SECDEF, 3 May 68, no subj.

Rprt (S), Air Staff Task Force on Surface-to-Air Missiles in SEA, 23
Sep 65, Sec I (Genera1), hereinafter referred to as Air Staff Task
Force Rprt; Staff Study (S), DCS/R&D, 6 Jan 66, subj: Wild Weasel.

&ig.

Air Staff Task Force Rprt, p 2.

Air Staff Task Force Rprt, Atch I (Charter), p 2; Staff Study (S), DCS/
R&D, 6 Jan 66, subj: Wild Weasel.

Air Staff Task Force Rprt, Sec II, p 8.

Ibid.

Ibid. , Sections III and IV.

Ltr (S), Lt Gen Hewitt T. Wheless,. Asst VCoffi to All Staff Ageneies,
6 Oct 65, subj: Final Rprt to SAM Task Force.

DCS/R&D Study (S), 15 May 66, subj: Ops of Wild Weasel in SEA; Staff
Study (S), Dir of Opl Rqmts & Dev Plans, 6 Jan 66, subj: Wild Weasel;
Ltr (S), Dir/Ops to VCofS, 23 Mar 66, subj: WILD WEASEL.

Rprt (S), SEA Action ltems, 24 Jan 66; Ltr (S), Dir/Ops to VCofS, 23 Mar 66,
subj: WILD WEASEL; DCS/R&D Study (S), 15 May 66, subj: Ops of Wild
Weasel in SEA.
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29.

30.

31.

32.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.
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Notes to pages 32 - 40

L2. Briefing (S), Dir of Opl Rqmts & Dev Plans, Oct 66, subj: Status
of Wild Weasel Deplo;rment/Employment to SEA; Rprt (S), SEA Action
Items, 24 Jan 66; Ltr (S), Dir/Ops to VCofS, 23 Mar 66, subj: WILD
WEASEL.

13. Rprt (S), Dir/Plans, 21 Apr 66, subj: Review of USAF Activities in
SEA, Part IV-R&D&OpI Tests; DCS/R&D Study (S), 15 May 66, subj:
Ops of Wild Weasel in SEA.

L4.

15.

16.

L7.

18.

Ibid.

DCS/R&D Study (S), 15 May 66, subj: Ops of WiId Weasel in SEA.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibidr Briefing (S),Dir of Opl Rqmts & Dev Plans, Oct 66, subj:
Status of Wild Weasel Deplo;rment/Employment to SEA.

DCS/R&D Study (S), 15 May 66, subj: Ops of Wild Weasel in SEA.

Ibid.

Memo (S), Dep SECDEF Cyrus Vance to CJCS, Secys of Navy, Air
Force, et al., l0 Jan 6?, no subject.

Night Song Study Group Rprt, Vol I (TS), 30 Mar 67, subj: An
Examination of U. S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys,
hereinafter refemed to as the Night Song Study Group Rprt.

19.

20.

2L.

22.

23. Night Song Study Group Rprt.

24. Ibid.

25. Ibid.

26. Night Song Study Group Rprt.

27. Memo (TS), Dep SECDEF Cyrus Vance to Secys of Navy & AF, 30 Jun G?,
subj: Tactical Air Warfare Capability in SEA.

28. Memo (TS), SAF to Dep SECDEF, 21 Sep 6?, subj: Tactical Air Warfare
Capability in SEA.

29. Ibid.

30. ?th Air Force Staff Study (S), 1 May 68, subj: ECM Employment
Concepts; Air Staff Task Fonee Rprt; CHECO SEA Rprt (TS), 25 Oct 66,
subj: USAF Recon in SEA, 1961-66.

ut{clAssrFrED
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7th Air Force Staff Study (S), I May 68, subj: ECM Employment
Concepts; CHECO SEA Rprt (TS), 2? Feb 6?, subj: Air Tactics
Against NVN Air/Ground Defenses.

Air Staff Task Force Rprt.

Ibid.

Ms' P ez'

Ibid., pp 33-34.

CHECO SEA Rprt (TS), 27 F'eb 6?, subj: Air Tactics Against NVN Air/
Ground Defenses.

Ibid., Night Song Study Group Rprt (TS), Vol. I, 30 Mar 67, subj: An
Examination of U. S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys; ZAF
Staff Study (S), I May 68, subj: ECM EmploJrment Concepts.

Chapter IV

Hist (S-RD), Dir/Research & Dev, Jul-Dec 61, pp 56-5?.

George F. Lemmer, Strengthening U-SAF General purpose {g:".1_(AFCHO, Jan 1966) pp 06:69. -
Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr. , Dir/Dvlpmt, DCS/R&D,
19 Jan 67, in Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab Reps, 18-19 Jan 6?,
RS-5500/ 843.

Ibid.

Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D,
19 Jan 67, in Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab Reps, 18-19 Jan 6?,
RS-5500/ S43.

Ltr (C), CofS to AFSC, TAC, et 4, Zg Jun 6b, subj: Accelerated
Ordnance Programs.

Ibid.

Rprt (C), AFSC (SCT) to Mr. Harry Davis, SAF-RD, 1l Jan 6?,
subj: CBU-24 Munition; Memo (S), Dr Alexander H. Fl.ax, Asst
SAF (R&D) to DDR&E, 15 Feb 66, subj: Modified AGM-I2C for
Ground Fire Suppression.
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86 Notes to pages 47 - 52

o Ibi{, Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev,
DCS/R&D,l9 Jan 67, in Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab
Reps, 18-19 Jan 67, RS 5500/843.

Rprt (C), AFSC (SCT) to Mr Hamy Davis, SAF-RD, 11 Jan G?, subj:
CBU-24 Munition; Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr. , Dirl
Dev, DCS/R&D, 19 Jan 6? in Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab
Reps, 18-19 Jan 67, RS 5500/843.

Night Song Study Group Rprt (TS), Vol I, 30 Mar 6?, subj: An
Exam of U.S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys.

Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D,
19 Jan 67 in Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab Reps, 18-19
Jan 67, RS 5500i 843; Hist (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Jul-Dec 6?,
p 14.

Night Song Study Grp Rprt (TS), Vol I, 30 Mar 6?, subj: An Exam
of U. S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys.

10.

11.

L2.

I3.

L4. Ibid.

15. Ibid., Staff Study (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, 2l Dec 66, subj: SEA
Air Munitions.

Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, 11 Apr 66, subj: Area Denial Weapons;
Staff Study (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, 2l Dec 6b, subj: Area Denial
Munitions in Trip Brochure for Sec Brownrs Visit to SEA, 29 Dec 65.

Remarks (S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., 19 Jan 6?; Staff Study (S),
Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, 2L Dec 65, subj: Area Denial Munitions in Trip
Brochure for Sec Brownrs Visit to SEA, 2g Dec 65.

Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, 11 Apr 66, subj: Area Denial Weapons;
Staff Study (S), Diri Dev, DCS/R&D, 21 Dec 6b, subj: Area Denial
Munitions in Trip Brochure for Secy Brownrs Visit to SEA, 29 Dec 65.

Ibid.

DCS/R&D Rprt (S), SEA Action Item, 13 Jan 66; Memo (S), SAF to
SECDEF, 11 Apr 66, subj: Area Deni.al Weapons; Hist (S-RD1, Dir/
Dev, Jan-Jun 66, p 10.

Memo (S), SAF' to SECDEF, ? Nov 66, subj: XM 47 Gravel System;
Memo (TS), DirlPlans to CSAF, 13 Jun 66, subj: EmploSrment of Air-
Delivered Land Mines (JCS 2343/845); JCS 23431845 (TS), 13 Jun 66,
subj: Employment of Air-Delivered Land Mines; SEA Action ltems,
DCS/R&D, 29 Apr 66.

16.

L7.

18.

19.

20.

2t.
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Notes to pages 52 - 59 87

22. Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, ll Apr 66, subj: Area Denial Weapons.

23. Ibid.

24. Memo (S), SAF to Dep SECDEF, 28 Apr 66, subj: Area Denial Weapons.

25. Ibid.

26. Ibid., DCS/R&D SEA Trip Rprt Action Item (S), 29 Apr 66.

27. Memo (S), Dir/Plans to Asst for Jt & NSC Matters, DCS/P&O,
25 May 66, subj: Weapons Dev (J3M-83466).

28. JCS 23431845 (TS), 13 Jun 66, subj: Employment of Ai.r-Delivered
Land Mines; Hist (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Jul-Dec 67, pp 7-9; Remarks
(S) by Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, 19 Jan 6? in
Rprt (S) of DOD Briefings for AEC Lab Reps, 18-19 Jan 6?, RS 5500/843.

29. Hi.st (S), Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D, Jul-Dec 67, pp 7-8; Night Song Study Grp
Rprt.

Chapter V

Memo (S), CSAF to Dep SECDEF Cyrus Vance, 25 Aug 66, no subj;
Ltr (S), CoI H. C. Aderholt, Comdr, 606th Air Commando Sq to 13AF,
24Dec 66, subj: Proposal to Improve USAF Ops in SEA.

Ltr (S), Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D to SAFOS,
15 Mar 67, subj: Night/Al1-Weather Attack Capability.

Ibid.

Dir/Plans Staff Study (S), 21 Apr 66, subj: Review of USAF Activities
in SEA, Part IV, R&D & Opl Tests.

Ibid.; Memo (S), SAF to SECDFF, 24 Aug 66, subj: Questions Resulting
from Briefing on USAF Ni.ght Operations in SEA; Staff Study (S), DCS/Plans
& Ops, 23 Dec 65, subj: Improved Effectiveness of Close Air Support
in SEA.

Staff Study (S), DCS/Plans & Ops, 23 Dec 65, subj: Improved Effectiveness
of Close Air Support in SEA; Memo (S), SAF. to SECDEF, 24 Aag 66, subj:
Questions Resulting from Briefing on USAF XiStrt_ Ops in SEA.

Ltr (S), Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D to SAF-OS,
15 Mar 67, subj: Night/All-Weather Attack Capability.

Dir/Ptans Staff Studv (S). 2l Apr 66, subj: Review of USAF Activities
in SEA, Part IV, R&D & Ops Tests.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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9. Background Paper (S), 26 Aug 66, to Memo (S), DCS/Ops & plans to
SAF, 26 Aug 66, subj: SHED LIGHT Program Briefing.

Ibid.

Memo (S), DCS/Ops & Plans to SAF, 26 Aug 66, subj: SHED LIGHT
Program Briefing; Background Paper (S), 26 Aug 66, to Memo (S),
DCS/Ops & Plans to SAF, 26 Aug 66, subj: SHED LIGIIT program
Briefing.

Memo (S), DCS/Ops & Plans to SAF, 26 Aug 66, subj: SHED LIGHT
Program Briefing.

Ltr (S), Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D to SAFOS,
15 Mar 67, subj: Night/AII Weather Attack Capability; Intvw, H. S.
Wolk, Historian with Maj D. H. Friedman, DCS/R&D, 2? Dec 68.

DCS/R&D Background Paper (S), Nov 6?, subj: Air Force Dev
Accomplishments Since 1961.

Ibid. ; Dir/Dev, DCS/R&D Staff Study (S), 26 Jan 6?, subj: Op
SHED LIGITI.

Shed Light Program Status Rprt (S), Ib Sep 68; Ltr (S), Maj Gen
A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Devto SAF-OS, lb Mar,6?, subj: Night/
All -W eather Attack C apability.

Rprt (S), AFSC (SCT) to Mr Harry Davis, Dep Asst SAF (R&D), '
11 Jan 67, no subj; MR (S), 2? Oct 67 by Mr Leonard Sullivan, Jr. ,
Dep Dir/SEA Matters, ODDR&E, subj: Summary of CINCPAC Target
Acquisition Conf; DJSM-800-68 (TS), Memo for DDR&E, CSAF, CNO,
et al., 28 Jun 68, subj: Update of the NIGHT SONG Study; Shed Light
Status Rprt (S), 15 Sep 68; Hist (S), Dir/Dev, Jul-Dec 6?, p 203.

DJSM-800-68 (TS), Merno for DDR&E, CSAF, CNO, et al., 28 Jun 68,
subj: Update of the NIGHT SONG Study; Shed Light Sfftu-s Rprt (S),
15 Sep 68; Rprt (S), AFSC (SCT) to Mr Harry Davis, Dep Asst SAF
(R&D), ll Jan 67, no subj; Air Staff Board Mtg #6?-64 (S), 28 Nov 6?,
subj: Tropic Moon III Day/Night Integrated Air Attack Sys (TM III).

Dir/Dev Staff Study (S), Jan 68, subj: SHED LIGHT; Dir/Dev Staff
Study (S), 26 Jan 67, subj: Self-Contained Night Attack Aircraft (Shed
Light); Hist (S), Dir/Dev, Jul-Dec 6?, pp 2O4-2O5.

Dir/Dev Staff Study (S), Jan 68, subj: SHED LIGHT; Hist (S), Dir/Dev,
Jul-Dec 67; Ltr (S), Maj Gen A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev to SAFOS,
15 Mar 67, subj: Night/All-Weather Attack Capability.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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22.

Staff Study (C), AFSC (SCT) to Mr Hamy Davis, Dep Asst SAF(R&D),
ll Jan 67, no subj; Hist (S), Dir/Dev, Jul-Dec 67, pp 196-199.

MR (S), 27 Oct 67, subj: Summary of CINCPAC Target Acquisition
Conf, by Mr Leonard Sullivan, Jr., Dep Dir/SEA Matters, ODDR&E,
Dir/Dev Staff Study (C), Feb 68, subj: SHED LIGHT; Ltr (S), Maj Gen
A. J. Evans, Jr., Dir/Dev to SAFOS, 15 Mar 67, subj: Night/Alf-
Weather Attack Capability.

DCS/R&D Background Paper (S), Nov 6?, subj: AF Dev Accomplishments
Since 1961.

Rprt (S), DOD Briefings for AEC Lab Reps, 18-19 Jan 67, RS 5500/843.

CHECO Rprt (TS), 9 Sep 66, subj: Night Interdiction i.n SEA; DCS/R&D
Background Paper (S), Nov 67, subj: AF Dev Accomplishments Since 1961.

Shed Light Program Status Rprt (S), 15 Sep 68; USMACV Hist (TS),
Jul-Dec 67, Vol II, p 8?1.

Shed Light Program Status Rprt (S), 15 Sep 68.

Combat Target Task Force Rprt (S), DCS/P&O, Oct 6?.

Ibid.

Memo (S), CSAF to JCS, 13 Sep 65, subj: An Improved Nav Sys for SEA.

Ibid.; Night Song Study Grp Rprt (S), Vol I, 30 Mar 67, subj: An Exam
of U. S. Air Ops Against the NVN Air Defense Sys; DJSM-800-68 (TS),
Memo for DDR&E, CSAF, CNO, et aI. , 28 Jun 68, subj: Update
of the NIGIIT SONG Study; SEA AAIfr-Item Rprt #2O, 16 Nov 66; Combat
Target Task Force Rprt (S), DCS/P&O, Oct 67.

Memo for Rcrd (S), Col J. W. Dixon, Asst for Recon, DCS/R&D,
28 Mar 67, subj: Request for Determinations and Findings; CHECO
Rprt (TS), USAF Recon in SEA 1961-66, 25 Oet 66, pp 5l-52,

Memo (C), Asst for Recon, DCS/R&D, I Jan 6?, subj: Dark Eagle;
MR (S), CoI J. W. Dixon, Asst for Recon, DCS/R&D, 28 Mar 67, subj:
Request for Determinations and Findings; Staff Study (C), DCS/R&D,
13 Nov 67, subj: Compass Eagle.

Memo (S), Dr John S. Foster, Jr., DDR&E to Asst SAF (R&D),
26 Apr 67, subj: Infrared Recon in South Vietnam.

Ibid.
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23.

24.
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26.

27,

28.

29.

30.

31.

32,

33.

34.

35.
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36. Memo (S), Mr Hamy Davis, Dep Asst SAF (R&D) to VCo{S,
3 May 67, subj: Improvement of Recon Readout in south vietnam.

3?. Memo (S), Mr Hary Davis, Dep Asst SAF (R&D) to DDR&E,
22 May 6?, subj: Implementation of Compass Eagle program Results.

38. Staff Study (C), DCS/R&D, 13 Nov 6?, subj: Compass Eagle.

39. Air staff Task Force Rprt (S) on surface-to-Air Missiles in sEA,
23 Sep 65, Sec I, pp 2L-22; CHECO Rprt (TS), 25 Oct 66, subj: USAF
Recon in SEA, 1961-66, p 43.

40. ryJ Asst for Recon Staff Study (C), 24 May 68; subj: euestionson Night Combat Ops.

4T, TAC Required Opl Capability (ROC) #2g_68, B May 68.

42. Ibid.

43. Ibid.

44. Draft Memo for the president (TS) by Dr John s. Foster, Jr. , DDR&E,
DDR&E Log #61047, 22 Sep 6?, subj: The Recommended Fy 69_23 R&DProgram.

45. G. c. Reinhardt & E. H. sharkey, 4].r I"lqqdiction in southeast Asia,
RM-5283-PR, Nov 67, p b4.

46. Memo (TS), SAF to SECDEF, 3 May 6g, no subj.

47. Ibid.
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APPF,I{DIX 1

SOIITHEAST ASIA OPERAIIONAT REQUIREMn{TS

Required 0perational Capability (nOC)

Title

Ai-rborne UHF Automatic Relay (Cancelled)

Radar Horning and Warning

Airborne Comnand Post

Airborne Ground Fire Warning Device

Long Range Weather Radar (Conpleted)

New FAC Aircraft (Cancelled)

Air-to-Ground Rocket for Standoff ELak Suppression
and Anti-Personnel/Antl -l.lateriel

Self-Protection Electronic Warfare Equipnent ( Conpleted)

Conrbined Visual and Shoclcwave Stimu]-i (Cancelled)

CltR-312 Miniature Portable Warning B.eceiver/
Little Ears (Cancelled)

Miniature Aircrew Survival Radlo

Oun Camera Systen

F-105 Fuel hrrge Systern and Erqpendable Dcternal tr\rel
Tanks (Cancelled)

Air-to-Air Ref\reling qFten for the IIH-3C Helicopter and
Side Mounted Guns for Suppressive Firc (ConpfeteA)

Search and Rescue Aircraft (Cancelled)

Rectifier to support IG-55 canera (Cqnpfetea)

Twelve and Etghteen Inch Lens Cones for 1(5-72 Caneras
(Completed)

lftniti-on llandling and Loading Srsteln (Cancelled)

KA-7IJ\ Camera (On-eoing)

New Aircraft ltun:itions (Conpleted)

Universal Crash nenolral Sfing Aircraft (Conpleted)

fntnrsion Detection Equipnent

Aerial Supp1y Radj-o Beacon (Cancelled)

Anti -Persorure1,4{ateriel Devices ( Cancelle d )

9l

hte

lw 65

La 65

Aug 65

Sep 65

oct 65

Aug 65

Nov 65

1ry66noc

2 nr 56 Roc

3 !T 66 nOC

h tY 66 Roc

5 rr 66 noc

6ry66noc

7 rY 66 RoC

sep 65 B FY 66 Roc

Sep 65 9 FY 56 Roc

sep 65 10 Er 65 Roc

sep 65 1r nr 56 Roc

ocr 65 u Er 66 Roc

ocr,65 13 rY 66 Roc

Nov 55 r,l+ rf 66 nOc

aer 65 15 ry 66 Roc

Nov 65 16 tY 66 noc

Nov 65 17 IY 66 Roc

Nov 65 18 ry 56 Roc

Nov 65 19 nr 66 Roc

Nov 61 20 IY 66 ROC

Nov 65 2r nr 66 Roc

Nov 65 22 w 6 RDc

Nov 65 23 nr 56 Roc

Nov 65 2h rY 66 Roc

UNCLASSIFIEI|
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Date

Dec 65

Dec 65

25 EI 6 Roc

26r]r66nfE

bc'55 27w66Rrf,,

Dec 65 28 nr 66 Roc

bc 65 29 ry 66 Roc

Jan 6 30 rT 56 ROc

Jan 66 31 FT 66 RoC

Jan66 32lg66Brr

Jan 66 33 ff 66 Roc

Jan 66 3L rT 66 noc

Jan 66 35 rr 56 noc

Jan 56 35 rT 66 Roc

Jan 56 37 w 6 Rgc

Feb 65 jB nr 66 noc

Feb 65 39 Er 66 Roc

Feb 56 bo ru 65 noc

te'r 66 U ry 66 Roc

r{ar 66 b2 rT 65 noc

lar 65 b3 lT 66 noc

Apr 66 lrlr rt O0 nOc

Apr 56 lr5 rt 66.noc

apr 66 b6 rr 66 noc

tby 66 LZ rr 66 noc

r{€.y 66 bB ry 55 noc

Jun 56 Lg rr 65 noc

Jun 66 50 nr 55 noc

Jun 66 51 ru 66 BOc

Jnn 66 52 W 6 Brlc,

ullclAsstFrED

Title

Propane Fax (Cancelled)

Data Block Reader in Support of nF-bC Sensor Interpretation
(Cancelled)

Foliage Penetrating Distress Signal Systern (Conpfetea)

IR Rescue Strobe Systen (Cancelled)

Go-No-Co Personal Radio/Beacon Tester (Coryleted)

Persorurel Lowering Deviee (Cornpleted)

lfide Area Trip Wire Antl-Personnel Mine (Cancelled)

Airborne RadLo Direction Finding (ARDI,) Equipment
and Aircraft (Corrpleted)

Alr-to-Air IFF

IFF/SIF Interrogator Readout Dqulprnent

[ight Attack Capability

&proved Aircraft, Flare Slotem (Cancetled)

Light Intenslfication Device

Coclcpit Readout for InfrareVsiae Iooking nadar (IRISIA)
Sensors (Cancelled)

API Photographic Recordirg Equipnent (Completed)

Porteble Visual Approach and Alrfleld Lighting System

Flrebonb for l.lEVtER

Anti-Vehlcle Iand ltine (Cancelled)

GrounVAir Beacon grsten

IFF Interrogator

Data Idnk for Infrared Reconnaissance Target Ltragery

Rescue Direction Findirg and Ranging S;rsten

Target l{arking Flare

Arrestlng gystem

Follage Penetrating Reconnaissance Radar (Carrcelled)

Airborne General fllunination Light (lOff)

Autmatic Aerial Color I'i.ln Processing Faclllty

AGI'|-?5
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Title

Tactical Airborne tr\rsion System (TAntS)

Tactical Video Annotation

Tactlcal Precision Ggidance Radar

fncreased Ortput Photoflash Cartridge

LASER larget Ibsignator Systen

Pararescue Transceiver Helmet

Forruarrl Iooking, Real Time ltovlng Target Indication (lEI)
for RF-h Aircraft

Tactical @lqpent Cormand and Control Systern

SemL-Autonatlc TactlcaL ControL and Airspace t{anaganrent Systen

College rye }bdifications

Water Conservation Systen to strpport photographlc
processirg faclliti.es

Iryroved Visual Weapons Delivery Systen

Area Denial !flnes

Inproved E:peditionary Airfield Rturway Surface

Instrrrnent Air Drop Capability

Irqproved l{agnlficatlon Device for Alrborne Fbnuard Air
Controller

Highly Mobile Ground Dlrected Bonblng System (Cancelled)

Tactical l.[iniaturized Microrrave Equipnent ( Cancelled)

Cargo hrffer Stop for C-I30 Aircraft (Corpleted)

Aerial Delivery of BuLlc Chemlcal- Agents (Cancelled)

AC-b? FLare Storage Protection (Coryptetea)

lGdlun Altitude photogrephic Sensor (MApS) Un #1886

New Forest Penetrator Rescue Seat (Conpleted)

Aircraft Surnlvabiltty

Inproved A11 Weather Weapon Delivety

Precislon Termlnal Approach Aids for Cornbat Control Teans

Iqrroved Ignition Systen of Firured Napalrn

Iligh Speed Carriage Capability for Jutg1e Penetrating Bornblet

93

bte
Jul 66

Aug 65

Arrg 66

Aug 66

Sep 66

Sep 65

sep 65

Number

5.1 rr 65 noc

5lr ry 6Z noc

55 ru 5z noc

56w6trcc
57 rY 6z Roc

58 Fr 67 Roc

59 rT 57 noc

oct 66 50 rT 5? Roc

oct 66 61 nr 6? Roc

Nov 66 62 w 6T nw

Dec 56 63 ry 6Z noc

Jan 67 6L ry 6Z noc

Jan 6? 65 w 6l nn

Jan 67 66 rT 5Z Roc

Jat 67 6T nr 6? Roc

tan 6? 68 IT 6? noc

Jan 67 59 Hr 6Z Roc

Ja\ 67 ?o nr 5T Roc

Jan 67 71 IT 5Z Roc

Feb 57 72 W 67 ROC

Feb 67 ?3 rT 67 noc

tf€,r 67 7h rY 6? noc

r{at 67 75 w 6l noc

r{€'t 67 76 ry 6? Roc

r{€'r 67 77 nr 6? Roc

r{€;t 67 78 Er 6? Roc

vs 67 79 W 67 RpC

It[ar 67 B0 Ff 6? RoC

UNCTASSIFIED
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Date

l{a;r 67

161 67

l{a'c 67

l{p;t 67

I{e;t 67

Mar 67

tw 67

r€;r 67

l{a;r 67

Wr 67

tlzt 67

Iqar 67

Ire;r 67

l{e.r 67

wr 67

l{ar 67

I{a;r 67

Nunber

81 rY 6Z Roc

82 rr 67 Roc

B3 rr 6z rcc

BL IT 67 Roc

85 ry 5t noc

86 rr 6Z Roc

87 Er 67 ROC

BB IT 67 ROc

89 nr 67 noc

90 nr 67 Roc

91 rr 57 Boc

92 vr 67 BN

93 Er 67 Roc

9b nr 67 noc

95 w 67 Roc

96 N 67 nf[,

97 rr 67 noc

I{€,r 67 98 ry 5? Roc

r{ar 67 99 W 67 rcC

Itbr 67 100 flr 57 Boc

r{E'r 6? 101 nr 67 noc

t'Igr 67 L02 Er 67 RDC

I{€;r 67 103 Er 5? noc

rG,r 67 10b rT 6? mc

Apr 67 ro5 Er 6T Roc

Apr 67 106 nr 6Z Roc

Apr 67 r07 IT 57 Roc

Apr 67 108 nr 6Z noc

Apr 67 109 Er 6? Roc

UNCLASSIFIED

Title

$na1l Short Range Air-to-Air Missile

Portable Weigbing Systen

PaLl-etized I'tail

C-130 TACAN Approach Capability

Inproved Processor for Tactical Recormaissance FlJ.rn

High Speed, Hieb Altitude Deliverable lfiuritions

Tactical Nlght Time Reconnaissance Sensor

Coclpit Selectable Hi-Io Dnag Bonb

High Efficiency Area Coverage @losive AreL }fturitions

Aerlal Delivery of Water Mines

Inproved Radar Inagery Recordirg @pabtlities

Inproved Af./AAS-18 Infrared Systens for RF-lrC

Mruritlons and Stores Management Systen (Cancelled)

Family of Penetrating Weapons with Inproved Capabilities

Cloud Base Height Measuring Device

C-?A Airlift of Livestock (Conpleted)

Irproved Rellabillty of Aircraft Drternal Stores,/Mmitions
Release Systemr Class fV

C-130 Adverse Weather Aerial Delivery System

Inqproved Target fllumination Flares

LA.SER Gulded ttunitions

Tunnel Detection Syslen

C-?A and C-L238/K Integrated Automatic Weight and Balance
.Strrsten

Inproved Method of Destroying Tnrcks

Step and Repeat Enlargirg Printer

Irrproved Terrain Folloring S5rstern for RF-I+C Aircraft

Increased Conbat Effectiveness of F-lrC

&pr"oved Methods for Harmonization of Alrcraft Guns

In-Flight ProcessLng and Cassette Ejectlon

Strike Elln Viewer

UNCLASSIFIED



Date

Apr 67

Apr 67

apr 67

Apr 67

Apr 67

Apr 67

Number

110 ry 57 noc

111 trY 67 nOC

rL2 nr 67 ROC

r.13 nr 67 ROc

111+ rY 67 noc

115 ry 67 noc

Apr 67 116 Er 67 RoC

Apr 67 117 nr 67 wc

Apr 67 118 ry 67 Roc

Apr 6? 119 Iy 67 Rgc

lpr 57 r2o nr 6? Roc

Apr 67 I21 Fr 67 noc

Apr 67 ].;22 w 5Z Roc

Apr 67 123 rT 67 noc

Lpr 67 12h rT 5? Roc

Apr 67 I25 w 6? Boc

Apr 67 Lz6 w 6? Roc

t{ay 67 r27 FY 6? noc

r{€.y 67 128 rY 67 ROC

I{ay 67 ]r29 Tt 67 Roc

wy 57 r.3o Er 6? Roc

tby 67 131 nr 6? Roc

r{ay 67 132 nr 67 Rffi

.rrur 67 l-33 rT 6? Roc

Jun 67 l-3L nr 67 Roc

Jun 67 135 nr 6? Roc

Jul 67 136 nr 68 noc

U}ICLASSIFIED
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Title

Rear Hernisphere Protection for Tactical Aircraft (Cancelled)

Aircraft tr\re1 Cell Dcplosion Suppression

fdentification Panels

Inproved Air-to-Surface Missile (Cancelled)

Search and Bescue Night Recovery System

Irproved Cormand and Contnol Sub-Systen for 7th AF
TACC and ALCC @erations (Cancelled)

Mtfti-hrrpose ECM for Strike and Reconnaissance Aircraft

Detection of Moving Vehicular Traffic during all Weather/
Night Conditions

Anplified Visual fdentificatfon Systern (F-b)

Lightweight TACAN

Autornatic Incinerator for Destnrction of Filn and Photo Papers

Irproved Defoliation Capability

Chaff and fnfrared Cartridges for SEA Strike and
Reconnals sance Aircraf t
Discretionary Descent gfsten

ALPIIA Nuneric Data Block for the fiF-b0

Bu11et - Resistant Windshields and Side View Pa^nels for
SEA Rescue and Support Helicopters

High Speed Carriage and Delivery Capability for RINGTROP
(Cancell-ed)

Multi-Channel (b) Comnunications $rb-Systern for Irproved
Security Police,/Air Base Defense Qperations

Penetrating trbagnentatlon Bonblets

Higber Altitude Delivery Capability for the Tactical
Fighter Dispenser

Anti-Light Vebicle Mine

Self-Destnrct for Sensitive Equlprnent

Mosaic Mapping Aid

A Noise lbking Weapon for Psychological Warfare

Pro:dn:ity tr'uzes

lfrrltipIe Isunch Capabillty for SIIRIIG Missile

Forruard Firlng Target l4arking Device

ulrctAsstFttlI
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Date Number

Jul 6? 137 rT 68 ROC

Jul 67 138 lY 68 Roc

JUI 57 r39 Er 68 Roc

JUI 67 lLo Er 68 noc

JuL 67 1l+1 IT 68 Roc

Ju]- 67 r[e rr 68 Roc

JUI 67 U3 Er 58 noc

Jur 67 rllr rr 68 noc

Ju1 67 1b5 Er 68 Roc

Aug 67 1b6 Er 68 noc

Aug 67 th7 IT 68 Boc

Aw 67 1L8 rr 68 noc

tug 67 thg FY 68 ROC

Aug 67 150 nr 58 noc

Sep 57 151- rr 68 Roc

sep 67 r5z w 68 Roc

Sep 67 153 nr 68 Roc

sep 67 15h Er 68 Roc

sep 57 ].55 w 6B noc

oct 67 L56 w 68 noc

oct 67 157 ly 68 noc

oct 67 t5B Iy 58 noc

Nov 67 I5g yt 68 noc

Nov 5f 160 nr 68 Roc

Nov 67 l_61 nr 68 Roc

Nov 5? 162 Er 68 noc

Dec 67 163 Er 68 Roc

ut{crAsstHED

Title

Increased reliability of reconnaissance sensor/
navigation systen

Lightweight, Iow Cube, Mobile GCI|,

Cargo Air Drop Load Selease Systern

Modernizatlon of Baclrpack IIHF Radio Equip for SEA

Electrical Transmlssion of Photographic Reconnaissance

Secondary E:glosion Identification Guide for Aircrer Debriefing

!\rze Jaruner

Sunrival Kit Gas l{asks

Inverse l6de TACAN

Tactical Electronic Warfare l{annal

Counterneasure for Visually-direc ted Weapons ( Cancelted)

Follow-on ARDF Aircraft (Cancelled)

Aerial Filrn Degradation Indicator

Power Ejection System for Aerial DeliverXr fron C-l3O Aircraft
Proper Weapon Systen Operation in One l{inute or Less (Cancelled)

New F'uze for BLU-35 Bonblet

Cargo Aircraft Autornatic Elare Disperuer and Coryatible Elare

Alrborne Real Time Day/Nieht Recon In-Flight proceesing ffsten
Irproved Viewer for R.S-10 Infrared Sensor

Snall Package Aerial Pickup Systen

IFF tfarning for Fighter Aircraft (CarrceUea)

Irproved Photo Interpretation Dquiprnent

Anti-tarper and Self destnrct derices for bomblets

lr63f seat Pallet

lfap Overlays for Mobile GC,A, Units in SElt - Class fV

AJ-l-r,reather Air Trafflc Control Terminal l{av and Landlng Alds

Increased Iandline Capabllity for Mobile RAPCONS & !{obi1e
GCd,s (lst reporr 1 Fet 58)



Dat€

Jan 68 L6b Er 68 Roc

Jan 58 L65 Er 68 noc

Jan 68 166 Er 68 Roc

Jan 68 167 Er 68 noc

Feb 58 168 Er 68 noc

Feb 68 r59 Er 68 Roc

!!ar 68 170 nr 68 noc

Jul 65

Nov 65

Oct 65

Nov 55

nec 65

Jan 66

Nov 65

l{e;r 66

Dec 65

Dec 65

Dec 65

Jan 6

Jan 66

Jan 66

Feb 66

Feb 65

I lY 66 V l,0D

2nr66vloD

3Er66vloD

L rY 56 v l.rcD

5ry66vl.loo

5Ft66v!,xcD

7Er66v![)D

8 nr 66 v ItcD

9 Er 56 v I,oD

10 Er 66 v l,oD

It Er 66 v l.oD

L2vr66vr.oD

13Er66VrcD

rl rY 65 v ltoD

15 rT 66 v uoD

15rr55vloD

UilCLASSIFIED
s7

Title

Higlr Volune Leaflet DlqPenser

High Perfonrance Leaflet Dlspenser

High Volune Leaf,Let and Radlo Dispens5lg System

Tactical ECM Escort

Weapon for Ianding Zone Constnrction

Target l4arktng and Screening Weapon

Helicopter Uard-nun Hover Weight Corputer

Class V ldodifications (V tqOO)

Replace A-18 8-3350 ilD Engine lrj.th 8-3350 tlE Engine (corryretea)

Installation of SSB Sadio in Five Each Aircraft (Cancelled)

Pr.otective Armor for C-130 (Co@leted)

l&dificatlon ot LC/W $'sten and Radio Relay Pod System in
c-130 A8ccc (Coqpleted)

AIA-20 Jarnn5.ng Receivers and l{inlature Rernote Truring controls
for 8-568

Proposal to !{odifV ttre A14-6 DF Fquipent InstaU'ed in nB-66c
(Cancelted)

Provide !lH-38 Aircraft ln SEA wit'tr tr\rel Dup Provisions
(Coryretea)

ldodification of Co-Pilots Window in U-108 for Leaflet
Dispensing (Cqfetea)

InstaIL Additional Rocket Target lgrkers on 0-LE/F
Aircraft (Corytetea) a

Install Ling-Teuo-Vor.rght Speaker Syst€m in Quick $eak
Aircraft, (Corryfetea)

Proposal to Convert lfB-66D Aircraft to Tactical Electronics
Warfare Vehicle

standardize col't/NAv configurationa on c-lr? Aircraft (coryreted)

pnoposal to lDdate Electronic neconnalssance capabllity fts-66
Aircraft

Proposal to l.bdify O-U/f Aircraft tr\rc)- Systen H-ner
(Cancelled)

Installation of HF Radio in CH-3 Aircraft (ConpLeted)

CH-3C Self Sealirg Internal Tank InstaUation (CouPl-eted)

UilCLASSIFIED
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Date

Feb 66

l{ar 66

Apr 65

llry 65

Apr 56

Apr 66

Apr 66

Nuaber

17 rY 56 v }CID

l-B nr 65 v }oD

19 Er 55 v loD

20 IY 66 V I'fiD

2T TY 65 V MOD

2? yr 6 v IoD

23 rT 65 v }pD

Apr 66 2L Er 66 v loD

Apr 66 25 w 6 v IroD

Apr 66 26 Et 6 V Ir{oD

r{ey 66 27 Er 66 V }OD

lfav 66 28 Iy 66 v rcD

uav66 29w66vMoD

I,{ay 66 30 Ef 66 v uoD

Ifav 66 3L rY 66 v loD

Jun 66 32 IT 66 V I.0D

Jnn66 fiI":f 66vloD

Jun 56 3\ Ft 6 v loD

Jun55:5ry65vrco

oct, 66 36 Iy 67 v rcD

oct 66 37 w 67 v MoD

oct 65 38 ry 6? v IfcD

Nov 65 39 W 67 V Ir0I)

Nov 66 Lo rT 6? v lllD

Nov66 ll1ry67vloD
Nov 65 L2 IY 6? V loD

Dec 66 L: ry 6Z v loo

UNCTASSIFIED

Title

Installation of llt 6zz .c, ru naeio

CH-3C Sand &1r Separator (Cornpl-eted)

InstaIL Tunable IIIIF Radio in O-1 Aircraft (Cancelled)

Install l\rel ILow Ivbters in C-123 Aircraft (Cancelled)

l4iniguns on F-5 Aircraft (Cancelled)

F-100 Triple Ejector Rack

Replace aN/ARC-2? nith Lightweight AN/AR0-31B/X rn
U-108 Aircraft

rnstall Fu-6zz/tx/,.f.c-5h ru Eadio in a1t HC-t30 Rescue
Aircraft in SEA (Cancelled)

Modif! the AN,/APQ-99 Fonsard Iooking Radar Systera on ttre
RF-lrC (Cancetted)

Elashing Light on UC-1238 Al_rcraft (CenceUed)

Mcdtfication of Minigun l[ounts on C-l+7 (Conpfetea)

Armor Plate on CH-3C (Cot@1_eted)

ECM Fquipnent on C-130 Aircraft

F-LO|/ J-75 &rgine Ana\rzer ( Cancelled)

Atmor Plating tn lYont Pilotts Seat, O-1 Airrraft (Cancelled)

f-105D Erbernal Lighting Systcn (Cancelled)

Hot Alr Ellter, O-1 Aircraft (Cornpleted)

InstalLation of AI/ARA-5O Autcmatic Direction Fj-nder jrr
F-lOlrA Aircraft (Cancelled)

Add;ltion on fncreased Stores @pabi1:ity for F-IOlrC
Aircraft (Cancelled)

GCArs and RAPCONS in SEA

Beplace TeJ.etl4ge Fquipment in Mobile Vans (Cornpleted)

F-105 Asc-19 Gun Sight gptern MR 1761

F-l-05 Dnergency Ilight Control- Systeun

nF-l+C ETRAC

Install TAC'LII & Radar ALtimeter in C-7/W-2 Aircraft (Cornpleted)

T-58-5 Engine in CE-3C llelicopter (courpfetea)

Ilydrarilic Hoist GTI-3C Helicopter (conqgfetea)

ul{ctAsstFlED



U}ICTASSIFIED

Tltle

Forest Penetr:ator Seat for CH-3C Helicopter (Corpleted)

CoILins 101 Radio in CH-3C Helicopter

Single Side Band in T-39 Aircraft

F-105D AII{-98 Adapter/Iarurch Rail (Cancelted)

c-L238 Propeller Systen

Sand Separator for I{H-3C & HH-53 Series Aircrafb

C-123 Propeller Rsverse Indicating Systen

Crew Escape Systen T-2BD

Exterior Lighting of Fighter Aircraft (Canoelled)

Instellation of Shatterproof Windshleld in UC-L238

Replacernent Eng:ine for EB-66 (Cancelled)

Zippers on Forest Penetrator Rescue Seats (Cancelled)

ldodification to IJH-IF Hellcopters MR published

Installation of Psywar Audio Speaker Systen

VIIF lOL Radios in VNAF 0-lA Aircraft

AN/AnM TACAN on VIIA,F CH-3hC and IJH-3lrD Aircraft

F-lr Indexer Llghts (Cancelled)

Retrofit V}{AF CH-31+C and IIH-3LD with I3F/SIF

Front Coclcpit Ground Speed Indlcator RF-I+C Aircraft

Modification of External Stores Jettison Circuit F-l+ (CancelLed)

Modification of Front Coclpit Attitude Indicator F-l+

Addltion of ECM Pod Loadlng Station, F-b Aircraft (Cancelled)

lfodification of \IIrlAF C-lr7's lrith IFF/SIF

Modification of !Il\U-128lA Inboara Pylons (Cancelled)

l,lodification of AN/ALT-16 Jaruner

f-l+ naaar Lock on $ritch in trlont Coclcplt

Modification of O-1 UIIF Radlo Capability

Digttal Indication of Slant Range Inforrnatlon for F-105
(Cancel]-ed)

Irproved GC4, and RAPCoN Radar Tracking

APQ-99 Forrrard Looking Radar RF-bC

oo

Date Number

Dec 66 ldr ru 5Z v rco

Dec 66 L5 ry 6Z v uoo

Dec 66 lr5 nr 67 v uro

Dec 66 h7 rT 5? v loD

Dec 66 l+B ry 6Z v uoo

Jan 67 b9 IY 6? v !0D

Jan 67 50 IT 67 v rcD

Feb 67 5I IT 57 v Ls)D

Feb 67 52 IT 67 V toD

t{€J 67 53 rr 5? v l@

llar 67 5lt W 6? v MoD

r{€;r 67 55 ry 6Z v r.loo

r{E;r 67 56 rr 67 v 1.10D

rraf 67 5z ry 6z v lno

t{€;r 67 58 tT 57 v r'{oD

l,Iar 67 59 W 67 v l,toD

I{ar 67 6o ry 6? V ttCo

r{ar 67 6I Er 67 V MoD

r{E;r 67 52 Fy 67 v MoD

Mar 67 63 IT 67 V loD

tttzr 67 6l+ ry 6Z V UOO

I"Iax 67 65 ry 67 v uro

r{€,r 67 66 rT 6T v MoD

r{€;r 67 67 rT 67 v loD

Apr 67 68 rY 67 v I'{oD

Apr 67 69 IT 67 V MoD

Apr 67 ?0 nf 67 v toD

Apr 67 71 IT 67 v l,roD

Apr 67 72 flr 6? v lCID

epr 67 73 nr 5? v IrcD

U]{CLASSIFIED
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Date

Apr 67

Apr 57

Apr 67

Apr 67

Apr 57

rfa'y 67

Number

7h nr 6z v IDD

75 rY 67 V IoD

76 nr 67 v r,roD

77 rT 67 V IOD

78ytr67V!10D

79 Er 67 V MoD

l{9y67 Bonr6?vrcD

r{€'y 67 81 rY 67 V r,tOD

I€.y 67 82 ry 67 V r,OD

May 67 83 ry 6? v MoD

rby 67 Bh nr 67 v r{oD

I{€.y 67 85 IT 67 v I'{oD

rby 67 85 nr 6? v lroD

lby 67 87 rT 6? v I,oD

t4€'y 67 88 rY 6? v r.oD

l{€;y 67 89 Er 6? v lrfoD

Jrur 57 90 IY 6? V IOD

.rrur 67 91 Iy 6? v I.foD

Jun 57 92 w 67 v tnD

JuJ. 57 93 tY 58 V lOD

Jur 67 9L ry 68 v IoD

JuL 67 95 w 68 v MoD

Ju1 67 96 Er 68 v uoD

Jul 67 97 rT 68 v ucD

Jur 67 98 rT 58 v roD

Ju1 67 99 ry 68 v I'oD

Aug 67 l-@ flf 68 v DtoD

Aug 57 1oI FT 68 V loD

aug 6T ro2 Er 68 v loD

UNCTASSIFIED

Title

RX'-hC Sensor Control Panel

Installation of AN/AIC-IO Interphone in VI{AF C-bZ

Mod T-39 Weather Avoldance Radar

Retrofit4dod of VMF A-1 Aircraft wlth IFF/SIF

U.IOD TACAN

Provide HFISSB in one F-,1+ and one F-101 Strike Aircraft
(Cancelled)

Inproved AN/GRC-106 Qeration

I\re1 Dump Provi-sions, CH-3 Helicopters

Prorride QRC-315 rcith Ipw Bank Tuner

F-100F Ilprwenents

Inproved ABCCC UIIF Comnunication (Not Validated W pAC,Atr.)

Electric Attitude Indicator Ln LC/eC/C-Ifi

Install-ation of Au:rlLiary I'trel Drop Tanks CH-3C

Increase Ortput of Pororer Atplifier for AN/GRC p5 nadios

Irprorred Capability for AN/APR-25/26 fr{AW

Install SW-11-A/A Gr.m Systern in V}[AF C-L? Aircraft
Replacernent windshield for HII-53r IfiI-3, CH-3c & I,H-IF
Helicopter (Cancelted)

Install flLoruneter and Calibration of UC-1238 NERBICIDE
Dispenser ( GancelJ.ed)

lrproved Capability for AN/APR 25/26 WIAY

ECM Equipnent for Search and Rescue (Sln) lircraft
Tail Hook Installation for VI{AF F-,Cn Aircraft
Standardize Airborne Sound SJrsten for SEA psychological
Warfare Aircraft

fnstaLlatlon of Docurentary Camera grstern on 3O Addition F-1O5D

Inproved Doppler Narrigation Systen in I{II-38 & HH-53 Helicopter

Installation of Il't-622A FII RaiLios in h C-Ilro and 2EC-lr?D

fnsta'l'lation of SA-]8OOC Airborne Sound Systen in AC-lrZ
(CanceILed)

fiHAW L7 RB-57 fi.rcraft (Cancelted)

Conbat Slgrspot Beacon in VMF F-$C/D

Llghtwetght Armor for tfi-38^ilI-h3B/F

u1{ctAsstflED



Date Nrrnber

Aw 67 103 nr 6B v MoD

aug 67 10h nr 68 v l.toD

Aug 67 105 flf 68 V I.fOD

Mg 67 106 Er 68 v ltOD

Lug 5? 107 Ir 58 v DCID

Aug 67 r0B ry 58 v IroD

Sep 67 109 Ef 68 V loD

Sep 57 110 trT 68 v MoD

sep 5T rtl ry 68 v uoD

oct 67 l12 Ir 68 v MoD

Oct 67 113 nr 58 v UOD

oet 67 uL ry 68 v loD

oct 67 r15 ff 68 v r.CID

ocr 67 rt5 FT 68 v MOD

Nov 67 LL7 Er 68 V IIOD

Dec 67 11B nf 68 v MoD

oec 57 1L9 tT 68 v ulo

oec 67 120 rT 58 v uoo

Jan 68 121 FT 68 V UOp

Jan 68 r?2 W 58 v uoD

Feb 68 123 l:r 68 V loD

Feb 68 Lzl+ Er 68 v I'oD

Feb 68 tz, Tt 68 v IroD

Feb 68 Lz6 w 68 v uoD

Feb 68 r27 W 68 V ltOD

Feb 58 l-28 Iy 58 v uoD

l'tar 68 r2g nr 68 v MoD

rar 68 130 nr 58 v MoD

!,tar 68 131 Ef 58 v ltoD

ul{crAssfFtED
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Ti.t1e

Combat Slryspot Beacon in A-37 for VMF

Install AN/LPB-25/26 RIiAW ln F-102

Install AN/APR 25/26 sa QRC-335 in Black got Aircraft
(Cancell-ed)

Install AN,/APR 25/26 and ARP-335 ln Tropic l6on Aircraft

Install AN/APR 25/26 ana QRC-335 in Stred I;ight Alrcraft
(first Bqort upon receipt of BFE)

Boorn receptacle IFR for EB-66 Aircraft

Parametric Anpltfier for AN/I?S-2O Eadar llR 1BBB

VIF Radio Comunlcations for EC-b7D Aircraft

Nx-25 srF/IFF F,quipnent for EC-lr7D Aircraft

Install Conbat Slgrspot Beacon tn A-1II Aircraft

Beacon Assist Display in ft6L5/e*&22 IFF Decoder

Installatlon of lrrro Documentary Caneras on C-7 Alrcraft
(Cancelled)

Modernizatlon of A-lG Aircraft

l{odificatlon of Inqrroved QnC 3124 Jammer

InstaLL HFlSsB Conmunlcations in EC-L?D Aircraft

Parachute Suspension Line Balfistic Cutter

AC-L7 cCtso{/}IAV Systenrs Irprovenents

Weather Satelllte Television Ground SLations (WC'S)

l{odification, Solid State Circuitry SEll, Radar Sets (Cancelled)

lbdily TACAN Systerns tn C-1l+0A AIC

lbdlly F-lo5 D/F to Carry Qnc-335

Additional VHF for RC-lr?

Inproved IIF Radio tot nn-665/C/p

l,[odification of l{SR-57 lleather Radar

L0RAN D for EC-121R

Combat Slqyspot in OV-10A

Redundant Start Slrst€m and Battery-Hll-53B

l,Iobile Rapcons

AC-l+? Smoke Blirnination Systern

UI{CLASSIFIED
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APPBTDIK 2

PRoJEcr 1559 rasKsf

Task

1

2

?

b

)
6

?

8

10

u
T2

13

Lb

15

T6

17

1B

T9

20

2L

22

23

2lt

Title

h0 !O{ Grenade Iauncher

Dust Srrypression for Airfiel_ds

Intnrsion Alarm Systen

Disposable Parachutes

@tical Tracking Telescope

Target Scoring Systern

Suuner Flying Suits

l€gnetic Field Gradiometer

Laser Designator Systanr (Arrnyl

Portable Lighting Set

5.56 lrut, Gun Pod

Dpandable }fanpack Shelter

25 \bn Life Raft

FACTOR - Corua. Terminal

Aircraft Arresting Cear (l$)

RDISd Ibta llechanlzatlon

l[a'rpack nadar Il'F

Military Test Bed (TABS)

Ocford Rifle Sight

Red Sea

Iaser Guided Bonb (100)

Module for AC-h?

Ballistic Hel-net

ILLW il AI-E VC

Ibte

ilr lpr 55

2 r{er 65

L t6r 65

9 r{e;r 65

25 t{g;t 65

27 r{e;r 55

2t+ Ilar 55

22 l€;r 65

23 lfar 65

15 ltsr 65

23 Apr 65

25 r€J 65

L5 lte,r 65

9 &n65

29 lD.y 65

2B fifl 65

22 J:uurr 65

L6 JvJ 55

20 J:ud'- 65

23 &i 65

8 .lrur 55

11 Aw 65

2 Dec 65

F\rnds Status

7K

19I(

6K

2hK

17K

50r

B5K

36oK

90K

Conpleted

Conpleted

Con4pleted

ConpJ.eted

Colpleted

Disapproved

Corpleted

Corpleted

Disapproved

CorpJ-eted

Corpleted

Dlsapproved

Disapproved

Disapproved

Copleted

Conpleted

Completed

Con J-eted

Cotpleted

Dlsapproved

bK

10K

208r

86K

6K

L58K

7lr0K

100K

br

x to SEAOB nurnber which ttre 1559 tasy supported.
K = thousands
M = nillions
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Title

Portable Theodolite

Tropical Coveralls

Fomard Iooking IR (FIIR)

Integrated Arrnament Control Systen (93)

Inflatable Ground Targets

Tactical Ground Base Transponder

IMED (SEtr( BURST)

Portable Ceiling Light

BaIIoon Abort Device

Rocket Atmos Data Collection

Low Altitude A,/C Detection

F.A.C. Camera

Special hrrpose Receiver

Qnc 160-1 ECM P@

Battlefield Illurnination

fnerted 3lre1 Tanks (76)

Airborne laser Illurninator

Ilelnet Mourrted Sieht (TAPIS)

Universal Crash Removal Sling (21)

Iow Freq. Direction Finding (32)

KA-60 Carnera for F-5

URC-10 Radio Battery

Day/tlieht lV Weapon Delivery

TER - 7 Racks

Micrrcwave Eadar

lJheel Mounted A/C Arresting Gear

Mobilizer, Mobility Kit

Portable Light Welght Shelter

Precision Aerial Delivery

I(alirnar Zoqn Binocula,rs

Carolina l,Ioon

Task

z2

zo

27

28

z>

w

tz

??

)4

e(

x
37

38

39

l+o

4r

lt2

4t

TT

4>

\6

l+T

l+8

4v

5o

5t

2Z

5t

>4

2>

9 ttry 65

11 Aug 65

2L &fl 65

6Aw65

2l+ Lw 65

1 Sep 65

2 Dec 65

t9'Aw 65

L9 Aue 65

19 Lw 65

12 Nov 65

23 Ave 65

19 
^E 

65

L5 sep 65

L5 Dec 65

11 Nov 65

15 rbb 66

10 Dec 55

7 Jw66

Aug 55

27 sep 65

29 Sep 65

B oct 65

6 JwL 56

22 Oct 65

17 Nov 55

29 Nov 65

29 Nov 65

25 $n 66

l+ oct 65

FUnds

2K

2K

r.3u

99K

103

Status

Completed

Completed

Corpleted

Disapproved

Disapproved

Disapproved

Completed

Disapproved

Terminated

Corpletecl

Corqlleted

Completed

Disapproved

Conpleted

Disapproved

D5-sapproved

Disapproved

Corpleted

Disapproved

Conpleted

Disapproved

Corpleted

Conpleted

98K

.3K

7K

25K

20K

35K

BOK

5LK

180K

26K

BOK

8K

2Lr

16K

25K

1r(

5oor

U]{CLASSIFIED
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Task Tit1e

56 c-r3o Armor

57 UIf Houtug and nanglng

5g Dgloslon proof Tanks (rut-fc) (Ze)

59 r,slra cun ca&era l{agazine

50 Skoshi Tiger CBU-2

51 B-57 Eircponer

6? Kinenatic Bonb Conqputer

63 Paracmnnder Static Llne

6b tr'-h0 Perfonnance Conputer

65 Sunrival Trrnscelver (1?9) (ff)

66 C-130 fllare Ianucher

67 Autmatlc Voltage Regulator

68 Radlonetric Search Set

69 Photographlc Filn

70 Spectral Zonal Reconnaissance

7L Velvet Glove

72 Inflatable Iandlng Zone Marker

73 Airborne Ground Fire Detector ([)

7\ Eleqtronlc Fault Detector

75 Benote Contrrolled Snoke Gen.

76 VentilatingG,anrnent

77 New Defoliant for SEtt,

78 Sparrrow Arm Test

79 Parachutist Lowerlng Device (30)

B0 Quick Copy Camera

81 Helicopter IJ,LIV

82 euick Diazo printer

83 Intnrsion Detection F4uipment (ZZ)

Bh Portable Air Conditioner

85 Balloon Puncturing Device

Date

1 Nov 65

IL Nov 55

1? Nov 65

Nov 55

2 Dec 55

Ll+ oec 65

2l Dec 65

Ir oec 55

t6 bc 65

L6 oec 65

L6 Dec 65

28 Jan 66

28 Dec 65

L6 Dec 65

3 Jn55

6 Jan 66

LB Jan 66

lL Jan 56

L2 Jan 66

10 Jan 66

2\ Jan 66

7 Feb 66

I Feb 66

zh reu 66

22 trwt 66

lr uar 66

3 Feb 56

18 ltsy 65

22 &n 66

I\rrds

13lK

25K

2K

130K

L35K

7K

10r

I+65rc

210K

2lK

2K

27K

2K

100K

13K

r70r

20K

In House

lt(

In House

5K

77K

1K

5r'

Status

Disapproved

Conpleted

Conpleted

Conpleted

Conpleted

Disapproved

Corpleted

Coqpleted

Corpleted

Ilisapproved

Co4pleied

Disapproved

ConpJ.eted

Conpleted

Conqpleted

Disapproved

Disapproved

Conpleted

Conpleted

Completed

Conpleted

Conpleted

u]{0LASSTFTED
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Title

I'oliage Penetration Etare (27)

IR Rescue Strobe (28)

ECM Mission Planning fit,(1b6)

IR EncapsuJ-a,tion

Ignition and Burst Detector

SEE-SAI.IS

Iliglr Altitude/Lon Opening ItAl,0

Non-Lethal Visual Inpafument

Iaser Designator Seeker

Static Frequency Converter

LAP CI{ECK AIM 98 Missile

Scotoscope (37)

Bullpup ltissile C'uidance

Irnage Stabilized N.O.D. (ll)

Rapid Fassenger l{an:ifest

Iaser Bores:-eht Device (107)

PortebLe Metal Detector

fFF Internogator (31+)

Stabllized Qtics (qynafens)

Weattrer Obse:rnation Kits (95)

Regenerative Repeater

Ilproved Aerial Machine Guns

Convert Ceiling ldeasuring Fquip (95)

C-131 Sensor Test

Ground,/Air Beacon Sjrst€tn (h3)

Paint Sprry }brking

Iuver.se }dode TACAN (f.l+5)

Soil Stabil-izatlon in SEA (6)

Iland HeLd lfind Measuring Set

Fiberglass Aircraft

Task

B6

87

BB

B9

90

9L

92

93

>4

96

97

98

99

100

Lo1

102

103

10lr

ro5

106

107

108

109

110

u1

112

1r3

Illr
LL'

28 Jul 55

18 Mar 66

il+ sep 00

13 Apr 66

l+ lpr 66

h Apr 66

19 Aue 55

20 l{e.r 6
7Apc66

17 Jun 66

11 lby 66

18 May 66

9 t{e;y 66

25 wy 66

2l+W6
27y€{'66

3 Jun 66

I Jun 66

LB Jul 65

20 Jun 66

29 Jwt 66

20 Jun 66

5 Ju:. 56

18 JuJ. 66

LB Jur.66

17aw66

20 Jul 66

20 ,Iul 66

22 &r 66

10 Jan 6?

105

Status

Compi-eted

Disapproved

Disapproved

Disapproved

Corpleted

Disapproved

Conpleted

Disappzoved

Courpleted

Corpleted

Disapproved

Conrpleted

Conpleted

Ilisapproved

Date zunds

102K

LSx

51K

25K

2bK

5orK

150K

200K

L25K

r-50K

L0K

BK

.lK

22K

.6K

205K

85K

1K

rbor

LK

179K

80r

13K

u]{0LASSIFIED
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Task

116

ut{cLAsstFfED

Title

Eleven Point Dirri-ders

117 APQ-102 Radar Modification (fr)
118 Paint gray l{aterials

1l-9 Air Droppable Rescue Package

120 Autqnatic Color Filn Proeessing

LzI Target Locatlng and Rqorting

J,22 Multi-Target Direction Finding (L01

L23 PFS-5 Radar - IUnded by AtSpD

]-2ll- Battlefield lll-urnination - F\nded by AFSPD

L25 llltra Soruic Recei.ver - hrnded by AFSPD

126 Seisrule Alann Systern - trlnded by AIEPD

1,27 Portable Inertial Navigator

128 Aircraft Shelter

L29 Ilave Cabl-e

130 SEA Quick Look Tests

131 AC to DC Power Paek

l-32 Coaxial Switctr

L33 Persorurel Body Annor

13h Hand Held trl\C Carneras

L35 Manpack IAC,AN (1Ig)

L36 H.F. Power Arylifier
L37 Night Aerial Photo Film

138 T-39 Air-to-Air Recovery

L39 Retractable l\t'el Tanks

1l+0 Vi-brationless Canera Mount

1l+1 Qnni-directional High Angle Ant.

il+Z Gnnshlp

th3 Rough Terrain Fork Lift
1l& Ctraff Rocket

1l$5 Toxic Water l,lonitoring

Date

l+ aue 55

11 Aug 66

17 Aue 56

15 sep 66

30 Aw 66

12 Sep 66

2O Sep 65

1K

209K

In House

100K

Ptoi 7990

62BK

Status

Disapproved

Conpleted

Disapproved

Corryleted

Corpl-eted

Con leted

Disapproved

Disapgrroved

Disapproved

Disapprwed

Disapproved

Disapproved

30 Sep 66

6 oct 66

1O Oct 66

7 @t66

L7 oct 66

t7 oct 66

9 Nov 66

23 Nov 66

2 Nov 66

lr tlov 66

29 llov 66

2 Dec 66

L9 Dec 66

B Feb 67

20 bc 66

t7 Jan 67

t7 Jan 67

I+ reu 67

L2 Jan 67

5or

7l+zK

11K

23K

l+r

16K

12K

20K

95K

5x
500K

ut{clAssrFrED
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Task Title

1L5 PAVE LIGHT

rb? c-130 TAcaN Inproveurent (8lr)

lb8 Silent NLght Recce Alrcraft

1L9 IJ'antenna for Tft{-2lr

150 Hand Held Stabllized Blnoculars (68)

15I HeLnet !{ounted Binoculars

L52 tuage lrbtlon Conpensator

L53 AT-1r30 Series IflVHF Transceiver

15b Portable Flood Ligbt System

L55 Inverted Elap test

L56 Air Transportable l{eighing Platform

L57 High Perfomance Iaser llhn.
I58 Canouflage Detector (HAVE INK)

L59 Lt. wt. Fuel Dtscharge Hose

150 Night Visual Gutdance Systern

161 Air-to-Air fisrral Recognition (118)

L62 Parachute D<traction Line Release (139)

L63 U-10 ltrffler & Elane Supprressor

16b sRo-l IfF Interrogator for EC-121

L65 Three Iarp ldodrl.ar AGIL

L66 Power Ejectlon System

L67 Fork Llft Weighing Device

168 Nose Dock for F/RF-bC

L69 Active l{agnetic Detectl-on

170 Iryroved Bof Armor

1?1 Photo InagerT Screener (109)

L72 Support of Iaser Seeker Test

L?3 EIFF Interrogator

17L Comando Iava

]-75 Gy'rojet Rocket Pistol-

Date

I Dec 67

18 Jan 57

20 Jan 57

28 Apr 6?

L5 vw 57

r, \Et 67

10 Feb 5?

L5 Feb 67

11 Apr 5.7

23 Feb 67

28 Feb 67

t6 YEy 67

20yFi,-67

L2 Jun 5?

3 APr 5?

25 wy 67

3 Oct 67

26 Lpt 67

2 rby 67

3O Jan 58

29 Feb 68

6 J:ugr| 67

3 rory 67

5 a;go6t

l1 Aug 6?

12 Jrur 6?

9 Jvn 67

18 Aug 6?

LS ,Jw 67

20r

275K

6K

In Howe

1.5u

22K

2K

16r

lr5or

25K

107

Status

Disapproved

Disapproved

Dlsapproved

Dtaapproved

Dlsapproved

Cancelled

Teminated

Teratnated

Dlsapproved

Funds

Ir5or

98r

5oor

25t

100K

100f,

19K

5oor

90K

L5or

19r

U]{0LASSIFIElI
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Task

L76 Red E:re (81)

UNCLASSIFIED

Qa7

GAzz) (t6)

(LBzz)' (76)

Status

Disapproved

Conpleted

Disapproved

Disapproved

Cancelled

Disapproved

Approved

Title Date

7 ArL 67

I Jul- 67

22 Aue 67

3aw6Z

3Aw67

2I Aw 67

Oct 67

31 Aug 67

u sep 67

3t aet 67

13 Sep 67

21 Nov 57

27 Sep 67

3 Oct 67

10 Oct 67

23 Oct 57

fl+ Oec 67

29 r{e;r 68

21 Nov 57

26 Dec 67

L5 Dec 67

25 Jln 68

26 Dee 67

26 Dec 67

26 oec 67

22 Jan 68

22 l€r 68

25 Epr 68

l\rnds

56r,

lr5or

177 IFF Readout Equipnent

178 Millj:neter Wave Radlmetry

L79 Reconfig 2 CharvteL IIRC-IO

180 Private Voice Conm Systern

lBI Thrust Reverser

182 Air Deck Landing lEt

183 ELectronic Locetion Flnder

L8b Fararescue Transceiver llelraet (501

185 $pe 3 IFF capabilrty (Proi 3782)

186 Variable Ti-rne Reefing Llne Cutter

L87 L I{W IlLuninator

188 lbrtar Locatlon

189 Rapidly Deployable Antenna l{ast

19O Vanguard l.[rction Ana\rzer (109)

I9l- lJtriffle Ball Erp1. Srpp (1822)

L92 Survival Kit Gas Mask (ILL)

L93 Radioisotoplc Search Beacon

191+ Precision TerrninaL Approach Aids

L95 ChetalcaLl &<tinguisher !"ire Supp.

1196 Nitrogen !\rel Tank Inerting $ys

L97 Cbafette Warhead

198 Lt. wt. Acquisltion/Desig. System

199 MIG Warnlng S;rsten

2OO Col].ege Eye Alert Systen (!I)

201 Bemote Switsh

Szt.

25K

200K

bzfr.

25K

Src

5r

r9*

hr

lt 0K

25K

298K

90r

85r

7K

300K

I+0OK

22K

3K

.96K

25K

9r

2O2 l{ap Overlays for Mobl1e GCA (f61)

2O3 Betroreflectlvelbterials

20lr Palletlzed l{ait (83)

ul{clASSIFTED
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Tltle

Helicopter Uax. Wt. Ilwer Conp. (170)

$noking Amrnition

Voice Recorder for ffLghter VC (166)

ReaI Tlne Tnrck Park Location

Iaser Aug, I"SQ-91 Weapon Systen (L06)

Improved Rifle Sight

Isser Guided Missile

Pave Cr"ow

Support of DMES

Inverse Mode Antenna for AIN-2I (llr5)

trproved Fonest Penetrator Seat

Inproved ATAR (118)

Air-to{irourd ATAB I'bd. (U-B)

Tnrge fsocon LtLfil

lbrk 86 Snoke Bonb

Data Link for Iaser Line Scan (l+5/87)

l-00 GaI. Filannent-Wound Plastic F\re1 Tank

B-57 Bomblet Dispenser

gP A-22 De-trlrriter Modification

109

StatusTask

205

26

207

208

2W

2LO

2LL

n2

2r3

2L\

2L5

2t6

2r7

218

2r9

220

22I

2?2

223

Date tr\rnds

6wy68 5r

25 Apr 68 100K

3 !!ay 68 130K

7 r{€.y 68 60oK

23 Wy 58 25K

(Process of Eeiag Validated)

(Not Docunented)

10 Jul 69 60r

l.2 ,run 68 25K

15oK

L9 Nov 68 z.LI(

19 Jul 68 25or,

19 JuI 58 150K

15 Jul 68 2o0K

1 Ang 58 LlK

t5 Aus 68 LSzr

(Process of Being Val-ldated)

5 lue O0 r57K

30 aw 68 8oK

U}ICLASSIFIED
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APPENDIX 3

NEW f,&D ITEMS INTRODUCED TO SEA

Calendar Year 1966

COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND, AND CONTROL

*Inflatable UHF Antennas
*AN/TRC-8? Radio Sets - Ground communication equipment
*Interference Calculators
*TPS-60 Manpack Radar
MSQ-?? Ground Control Radar

RECONNAISSANCE & COUNTERMEASURES

*Mobilab - Mobile Photo Processing Van
QRC 292-APR-14 Mod.

't'Aerograph FiIm (Rolls) for night photography
Gun Camera System for F-100 and F-105 aircraft
KA-?l Camera - Reconnaissance and Bomb Damage Assessment Camera
Phyllis-Ann ARDF - Low Frequency Direction Finding - SEAOR #32
Starlight Scopes
Gun Camera Magazine

*Rapid Printers (DIAZO) - improved film printing capability
*ECM Mission Planning Kits
QRC-160-f - Pod mounted S-Band ECM Jammer
Night Vision Devices

*QRC-302A ELINT Van - facility for evaluating electronic intelligence
'rPhoto Interpretation Shelters
*QRC-248A IFF Interrogator - Identification of friendly aircraft

SEARCH & RESCUE/PERSONAL EQIIIPMENT

*Go-no-go Pers. Radio Test Equipment
Pers. Retrieval S. S. (HC-I3OH)

xlnert Fuel Tanks
*Parachute Lowering Device
HH-3E Helicopter
AN/RT-l0 - Personnel Rescue Radio

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

F-5C
U-l?A - Cessna 180 Aircraft
H-43F
Wild Weasel RHAW SYstems

* Test Quantity Only

ul{cLASStFTED
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OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

*Conventional Munition Effects Calc.
*Meteorological Van-AN/ MMQ- 2
*Wind Measuring Sets-AN/TMe-15
*LAPES - Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System
*PLADS - Parachute Low Altitude Delivery
*Air Drop Platform - Low Altitude
Improved F\rel Service & Storage
Low RPM Diesel Generator
20 KW Turbine Generator
40 MM Grenade Launcher
Crash Removal S1ings
Long Range WX Radar-WSR-5?-improved weather reporting
Atmospheric Fhoto Recording Equipment

*Soil Stabilization Equipment

MUNITIQNS= CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS & TACTICAL MISSILES

BLU-38 Canisters
BLU-26/B Canisters
CBU-I9/B Riot Control Cluster, Low Speed
CIJU-22 1A - Dispenser with white phosphorus bomblets
CBU-241A - Dispenser with antipersonnel bomblets
CBU-25/A - Dispenser & Antipersonnel Bomb, Low Speed
WDU-4, 2.75" Flechette Warhead

*MAU-gl/B Fin Assembly
SUU-IA/A gun pod
MXU-470/A gun module
AC-47 Modules - side firing machine guns
AGM-l2C - Bullpup C
AGM - 45 (MR-69 Marker Warhead)
AIM-?D - air-to-air missile
AIM-?E - air-to-air missile

tlI
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Calendar Year 1967

MUNITIONS

FMU-26/8, Fuzes
FMU-35/B, Fuzes
MAU-9fA/B, Fin Assemblies
FMU-54/B, Fuzes

RE@NNAISSANCE

Cbmpass Dart "Q" Systems
Photographic Printing, Processing & Interpretation Facilities
RS-10 IR Sets for RB-5? Aircraft
Real Time viewers for Infrared Sensors
Color/camouflage detection film proeessor

ELECTROMC COUNTERMEASURES

QRC-I60A-8(T)/ALQ-87 ECM POD
QRC - 318 I ALT -28 Programmer /Transmitter
QRC-315/ALP"-27 ECM receiver and tuner
QRC-316 Antenna
QRC-325/APS-107 Radar and Warning
QRC-312A-I Spot Jamming Mod Kits for ALT-15
QRC-337A Mod Kits for ALQ-?I
QRC-353A Chaff Cartridges

+ECM Mission Planning Kits
*QRC-248 Interrogators
QRC-317/ALR-31 See SAMrs System
QRC-304 Programmer for ALT-22
QRC-128 Communications Jammer
QRC-310 Tape Recorder
QRC-31f Antenna
QRC-306 Antenna Drive Mod

A/C - MISSILE SYSTEMS

C-f30-E ABCCC Aircraft
O-2A Aircraft
O-2B Aircraft
A-3?A Aircraft
HH-538 Helicopters
AGM-I2C Bullpup B Missiles
AIM-?E Missiles
MK I Mod O Guided Weapon (WALLEYE)
Gunship II

* Test Quantity Only

ut{ctAsslFlEll
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SEARCH & RESCUE/PERSONAL EQIIIPMENT

ANiURT-2? Personal Locator Beacons
Foliage Penetration Flares
Personnel Lowering Deviees

*FHght Chart Holders
A/C Satety Belts (Mod Kits for MA-b)

*Ballistic Helmets
*Improved Body Armor

coM+4rsqArLoNS, c.oM.MAr[?, $N? coNTItoL

+Seek Dawn Controllers
IFF/SIF GPA-Lzz Identification systems
UGC-32X Teletlpe Machines
FGC-9?X Telet;pe Machines
SEABIT 24 Data Modems
Broadband HF Antennas
URG Receiver/Exiter HF Subsystems
Portable Transceiving HF Multicouplers
Rivet Top aircraft - SAM Locator

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

*Intrusion Detection Devices (various tlpes)
Plads Para Pak Equipment
AN/TMQ-l4 Cloud Height Measuring Equipment
Portable Shelters
Submarine Cable Power Feed Racks
Portable Visual Approach & Airfield Lighting Systems
AIM-7 Missile Telemetry Scoring System

113
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GLOSSARY

AAA Anti-Aircraft Artillerv
AB Air Base
ACTMrmy Concept Team in Vietnam
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AFB Air Force Base
AFLC Air Force Logistics Command
AFR Air Force Regulation
AFSC Air Force Systems Command
AFTU-V Air Force Test Unit, Vi.etnam
AGM Air-to-Ground Missile
AM Amplitude Modulation
APGC Air Proving Ground Center
ARM Advanced Radiation Missile
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency
ARVN Army of Republic of Vietnam
ASD Aeronautical Systems Division

Armament Systems Division
ATEWS Advanced Tactical Electronic Warfare System

BIAS
BLU
BPE

Battlefield Illumination Airborne System
Bomb Live Unit
Best Preliminary Estimate.

CAG Combat Applications Group
CAP Combat Air Patrol
CBU Cluster Bomb Unit
CD Combat Development
CDTC Combat Development and Test Center
CEP Circular Error Probable
CICV Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
CINCPAC Commander in Chief, Pacific
CJCS Chairman" Joint Chiefs of Staff
CNO Chief of Naval Operations
COIN Counterinsurgency
COMUSMACV Commander, United States Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam
CONUS Continental United States
CSAF Chief of Staff, Air Force
CSAFM Chief of Staff Air Force Memorandum
CY Calendar Year

DCS Deputy Chief of Staff
DCS/R&D Deputy Chief of Staff, Research and Development
DDR&E Director, Defense Research and Engineering
DOD Department of Defense
D-TAFSEA Directorate of Technical Applications for Southeast Asia

ul{ctAsslFlED
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Electronic Countermeasures
Electronic Intelligence
Early Warning

Forward Air Controller
Forward- Looki.ng InJrared Radar
Frequency Modulation
Fuze Munition Unit

Ground- Controlled Intercept

Intercontinental Ballistic Missi.le
Immediate Photo Intelligence Report
International Telephone & Telegraph

Joint Chiefs of Staff
Joint Operational Evaluation Group/Vietnam
Joint Research and Test Activitv

Low Light Level Television
Lines of Communication
Long-Range Navigation

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Mine Live Unit
Moving Target Indicator

Night Forward Air Control
Nautical Miles
Navy Research and Development Unit-Vietnam
National Security Council
North Vietnam

Office of the Director of Defense Research & Engineering
Office of the Secretary of Defense

Pacific Air Forces
Pacific Command
Priority Research and Development Objectives

for Vietnam Operational Support

115

ECNT
ELiNT
EW

FAC
FLIR
FM
FMU

GCI

ICBM
IPIR
IT&T

JCS
JOEG/V
JRATA

LLLTV
LOC
LORAN

MACV
MLU
MTI

NIFAC
NM
NRDU-V
NSC
NVN

ODDR&E
OSD

PACAF
PACOM
PROVOST

UI{CLASSIFIED
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QRC

R&D
RDFU
RDT&E
RHAW
ROC
RS
RTS
RVN
RVNAF

SAF
SAM
SAWC
SCNA
SEA
SEAOR
SLIR
SLR
STOL

TAC
TACS
TARC
TAWC
TRS

UE
US
USAF

VC
VCofS

ZI

UNCLASSIFIED

Quick Reaction CapabilitY

Research and Development
Research and Development Field Unit
Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation
Radar Homing and Warning
Required Operational CaPabilitY
Reconnaissance System
Reconnaissance Technical Squadron
Republic of Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces

Secretary of the Air Force
Surface-to-Air Missile
Special Ajr Warfare Center
Self-Contained Night Attack
Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia Operational Requirement
Side-Looking Infrared
Side-.Looking Radar
Short Takeoff and Landing

Tactical
Tactical
Tactical
Tactical
Tactical

Air Command
Air Control SYstem
Air Reconnai-ssance Center
Air Warfare Center
Reconnaissance Squadron

Unit Equipment
United States
United States Air Force

Viet Cong
Vice Chief of Staff

Zone of Interior

UI{CLASSIFIED



HQ USAF

1. SAFOS
2. SAFUS
3. SAFFM
4, SAFRD
5. SAFIL
6. SAFMR
7. SAFGC
8. SAFLL
9. SAFOI

10. SAFOIX
11. SAFAAR
L2. AFCCS
13. AFCVC
L4. AFCAV
15. AFCCSSA
16. AFCSA
17. AFCSMI
18. AFCVS
19. AFBSA
20. AFGOA
2I. AFIGOPA
22. AFJAG
23. AFNIN
24. AFABF
25. AFADS
26. AFOAP
27. AFOAPK
28. AFOAPRB
29. AFOAPT
30. AFOCC
3I. AFRDC
32. AFRDD

65.
66- 6?.
68 - 69.
70-72.
7 3-7 4.
ID-lO.

77,

AF'LC
AFSC
MAC
PACAF
sAc
TAC
USAFSS

OTHER

?8-80. ASI (ASHAF-A)
8I. CHECO (DOAC)-?AF

82-100. AFCHO (Stock)

UNCLASSIFIED

DISTRIBUTION

33. AFRDDH
34. AFRDQ
35. AFRDQR
36. AFRDRE
37. AFRDRM
38. AFRPD
39. AFRRP
40. AFSDC
4L. AI.SLP
42. AFSME
43. AFSSS
44. AFSSSG
45. AFXDC
46. AFXDO
47. AFXOP
48. AFXOSLC
49. AFXOSO
50. AFXOSV
51. AFXOSVA
52. AFXOSVB
53. AFXOT
54. AFXOTR
55. AFXOTW
56. AFXOW
57. AFXOX
58. AFXOXR
59. AFXPD
60. AFXPF
61. AFXPFT
62. AFXPP
63. AFXPPEP
64. AFXPPGS

MAJOR COMMANDS

UNCLASSIFIED


